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SUMMARY

Ultrasound transducers are devices that can generate and detect ultrasound waves. These
waves are widely used in many applications, including ultrasound imaging and non-destru-
ctive testing. For medical applications, such as intravascular ultrasound imaging, there is
an increasing demand of miniaturization of ultrasound transducers, to reach lateral ele-
ment dimensions down to 100µm or even smaller. This is rather challenging for conven-
tional piezoelectric transducers. Manufacturing techniques new for this purpose, such as
diamond-saw cutting and laser cutting, have to be pushed to their limits to reach these
small dimensions in this context. The electrical wiring of an array of such small elements
is also labor intensive and challenging, while the dense wiring may lead to electrical cross
talk between the elements of the array.

Ultrasound sensors based on integrated photonics devices provide a new solution to
meet the miniaturization demand for the detection functionality of transducers. An im-
portant example is the silicon ring-resonator (RR) ultrasound sensor developed in our de-
partment. This sensor combines a small footprint with a high sensitivity and a low detec-
tion limit. Compared with piezoelectric transducers, it has additional advantages of low
cost, mass producibility, and immunity to electromagnetic interference. It is also possible
to build an array of these RR sensors on a single chip. These merits make the sensor ap-
pealing for ultrasound detection in general. However, there are three challenges that have
arisen from this previous work on the RR ultrasound sensor. These challenges relate to
specific properties of such silicon RR ultrasound sensors and to the high sensitivity of sili-
con integrated photonics devices to fabrication variations. More specifically, difficulties in
interrogating RR ultrasound sensors need to be overcome. Further, inherent drawbacks of
RR ultrasound sensors need to be addressed, suggesting to look for an alternative silicon
integrated photonics ultrasound sensor. Finally, design methods need to be developed
for making RRs and Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs), which are widely used in sili-
con photonics, robust to fabrication variations. This thesis addresses the three challenges
sequentially.

A compact interrogator (called MediGator) comprising a specially designed light source
and an InP integrated photonics chip has been developed for interrogating RR ultrasound
sensors. The light source provides a high power density, a suitable bandwidth, and a large
tuning range. Each of these properties are designed to meet the critical interrogation de-
mands of a RR sensor. The InP chip consists of an MZI with a 3×3 multimode interfer-
ometer and has a small footprint. Thus, the temperature of the whole chip can be well
controlled during the interrogation. The interrogation procedure is mathematically pre-
sented, giving the optimum design of the MZI. The MediGator is used for measuring the
frequency response of a RR sensor and its sensitivity at the resonance frequency. Interro-
gation experiments show a high interrogation performance. In comparison with the re-
sults from the modulation method, the previously used interrogation method, the Medi-
Gator has a much wider measurement range for ultrasound pressures, easier operation,
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viii SUMMARY

better temperature robustness, higher compactness, and lower cost.
We have developed a silicon MZI ultrasound sensor to overcome the limitations of the

RR ultrasound sensor. One spiral arm of the MZI is located on a thin membrane, which
works as the sensing part. Ultrasound waves excite the membrane’s vibrational mode,
thus inducing modulation of the optical transmission of the MZI. Unlike a RR, an MZI does
not have enhancement of the optical field in its waveguides, which enables higher opti-
cal input power without the penalty of strong nonlinear effects. The higher input power
contributes to a high sensitivity and a low detection limit, i.e., better sensor performance.
In addition, the transmission of the MZI sensor is a more gradual function compared to
the sharp peak or dip of a RR sensor. This characteristic makes the alignment between the
light source and the sensor spectrum easier and more robust. Experimentally determined
properties of the MZI ultrasound sensor are a high sensitivity, a low detection limit, and
a large dynamic range. The sensor properties can be further tailored to meet the require-
ments of specific applications. In the addendum of the chapter on the MZI sensor, the
effects of initial stress in the membrane are discussed.

Variations of geometrical device features are inherent to various fabrication steps of
silicon photonics, leading to fabrication variations. Due to the strong light confinement
and the nanometer-scale dimensions of silicon photonic devices, the device properties
are rather sensitive to these fabrication variations. We have proposed and demonstrated
a generic design method for silicon RRs with a free spectral range (FSR) robust to the
waveguide-width variations originating from the fabrication. The systematic width de-
viation of the foundry is first extracted from a comparison of experimental results from a
series of test MZIs with simulation results. Then, the systematic width deviation is used
to calibrate the design inputs for a more accurate design of RRs. According to the de-
sign method, two waveguide widths are used in a single RR. Fabrication-induced width
variations have opposite effects on these two waveguides with respect to the FSR, thus
compensating the width-dependent FSR variations. Compared to normal designs, i.e.,
RRs designed with a single width and using the un-calibrated design inputs, the robust
RRs show a clear decrease of the FSR variation and of the deviation from the nominal FSR
value. The experimental results show a good match with the predictions of the method.
We further propose a similar method for silicon MZIs with a robust FSR, based on two
waveguide widths for the arms of the MZI. The developed design methods can be used for
integrated photonic circuits comprising many RRs and MZIs.

In the outlook, we indicate how this work can be continued in the follow-up research.
The MZI sensor properties can be tailored for developing an all-photonic solution for in-
travascular photoacoustic imaging. Moreover, an array of MZI ultrasound sensors can be
built on a single chip. It is also possible to develop an array of RR sensors on a single chip,
in combination with a dedicated integrated photonics interrogator for such an array.



SAMENVATTING

Ultrageluid-transducenten zijn devices die ultrageluidgolven kunnen genereren en de-
tecteren. Deze golven worden vaak gebruikt in allerlei toepassingen, waaronder beeld-
vorming met ultrageluid en niet-destructief testen. Voor medische toepassingen, bijvoor-
beeld intravasculaire echografie, is er een toenemende vraag naar miniaturisering van
ultrageluid-transducenten, om laterale afmetingen van de elementen te bereiken tot 100µm
of kleiner. Voor conventionele piezoelektrische ultrageluid-transducenten is dit een aan-
zienlijke uitdaging. Fabricagetechnieken die nieuw zijn voor dit doel, zoals snijden met
een diamantzaag en een laserstraal, moeten in deze context tot het uiterste gedreven wor-
den. Het aanbrengen van elektrische bedrading aan een array van dergelijk kleine ele-
menten is arbeidsintensief en uitdagend, terwijl de dichte bedrading kan leiden tot over-
spraak tussen de elementen van de array.

Ultrageluidsensoren gebaseerd op geïntegreerde fotonica bieden een nieuwe oplos-
sing die kan voldoen aan de vraag naar miniaturisering aangaande de detectiefunction-
aliteit van transducers. Een belangrijk voorbeeld is de ultrageluidsensor gebaseerd op een
silicium ringresonator (RR), die in onze afdeling is ontwikkeld. Deze sensor combineert
een kleine afmeting met een hoge gevoeligheid en lage detectielimiet. Vergeleken met
piezoelektrische transducenten, heeft de sensor bijkomende voordelen van lage kosten,
de mogelijkheid tot massaproductie en immuniteit tegen elektromagnetische interferen-
tie. Bovendien is het mogelijk een array van deze RR sensoren te vervaardigen op één chip.
In het algemeen gesproken, maken deze gunstige eigenschappen de sensor aantrekkelijk
voor de detectie van ultrageluid. Er zijn echter ook drie uitdagingen die zijn voortgekomen
uit dit eerdere werk aan deze RR ultrageluidsensor. Deze uitdagingen zijn gerelateerd
aan de specifieke eigenschappen van de silicium RR ultrageluidsensoren en aan de hoge
gevoeligheid van silicium geïntegreerde fotonische devices voor fabricagevariaties. Meer
specifiek, moeten moeilijkheden bij het uitlezen van RR ultrageluidsensoren overwonnen
worden. Verder moeten inherente nadelen van RR ultrageluidsensoren geadresseerd wor-
den, waarbij de suggestie is te zoeken naar een alternatieve ultrageluidsensor gebaseerd
op silicium geïntegreerde fotonica. Tot slot is het nodig ontwerpmethoden te ontwikkelen
om RRn en Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs), die vaak gebruikt worden in de sili-
cium fotonica, robuust te maken ten opzichte van fabricagevariaties. In dit proefschrift
worden de drie uitdagingen achtereenvolgens aangegaan.

Een compact uitleesapparaat (genoemd MediGator), bestaande uit een special ont-
worpen lichtbron en een chip gebaseerd op InP geïntegreerde fotonica, is ontwikkeld
voor het uitlezen van RR ultrageluidsensoren. De lichtbron heeft een hoge vermogens-
dichtheid, een geschikte bandbreedte en een groot afstemmingsbereik. Elk van deze eigen-
schappen is ontworpen om te voldoen aan de kritische eisen aan het uitlezen van een RR
sensor. De InP chip bestaat uit een MZI met een 3 × 3 multimodale interferometer en
heeft een kleine afmeting. Daardoor kan de temperatuur van de totale chip goed gesta-
biliseerd worden tijdens het uitlezen van de sensor. De MediGator is gebruikt voor het
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x SAMENVATTING

meten van de frequentiekarakteristiek van een RR sensor en van zijn gevoeligheid bij de
resonantiefrequentie. Uitleesexperimenten laten zien dat de uitleesprocedure zeer goed
werkt. Vergeleken met resultaten verkregen met de modulatiemethode, die eerder ge-
bruikt werd, heeft de MediGator een veel breder meetbereik voor de aangeboden ultra-
geluiddruk. Verder is de MediGator makkelijker te bedienen, meer robuust ten opzichte
van temperatuurinvloeden, compacter en bovendien goedkoper.

Om de beperkingen van RR ultrageluidsensoren te overwinnen hebben wij een sili-
cium ultrageluidsensor ontwikkeld die gebaseerd is op een MZI. Eén van beide spiraalvor-
mige armen van de MZI bevindt zich op een dun membraan, dat werkt als het sensor-
gedeelte. Ultrageluidgolven exciteren een vibratietoestand van het membraan, waardoor
modulatie wordt geïnduceerd van de optische transmissie van de MZI. In tegenstelling tot
een RR, vertoont een MZI geen versterking van het optische veld in zijn golfgeleiders. Dit
maakt het mogelijk hogere optische ingangsvermogens te gebruiken zonder het nadelige
gevolg van niet-lineaire effecten. Het hogere ingangsvermogen draagt bij aan een hogere
gevoeligheid en een lagere detectielimiet, d.w.z. betere prestatie van de sensor. Boven-
dien is de transmissie van de MZI sensor een meer geleidelijke functie van de optische
golflengte dan de scherpe piek of het scherpe dal van een RR sensor. Deze eigenschap
vergemakkelijkt het afstemmen van de lichtbron op het spectrum van de sensor en maakt
de afstemming robuuster. Experimenteel bepaalde eigenschappen van de MZI sensor
zijn verder een hoge gevoeligheid, een lage detectielimiet en een groot dynamisch bereik.
Deze sensoreigenschappen kunnen verder toegesneden worden om te voldoen aan spe-
cifieke toepassingen. In het addendum van het hoofdstuk over de MZI sensor worden de
effecten van initiële spanning in het membraan bediscussieerd.

Variaties van geometrische device-eigenschappen zijn inherent aan verscheidene fa-
bricagestappen van silicium fotonica, leidend tot fabricagevariaties. Als gevolg van de
sterke opsluiting van licht en de nanometerschaal afmetingen van silicium fotonische de-
vices, zijn de eigenschappen van de devices nogal gevoelig voor deze fabricagevariaties.
Wij hebben een generieke ontwerpmethode voorgesteld en gedemonstreerd voor silicium
RRn met een vrij spectraal bereik (VSB) dat robuust is ten opzichte van variaties van de
golfgeleiderbreedte veroorzaakt door de fabricage. De systematische afwijking van de
breedte als geleverd door de fabricagefaciliteit is eerst bepaald uit een vergelijking van
experimentele resultaten van een reeks test MZIs met simulatieresultaten. Vervolgens is
deze systematische afwijking van de breedte gebruikt om de ontwerp-invoerwaarden te
calibreren, voor een nauwkeuriger ontwerp van RRn. Volgens de voorgestelde ontwerp-
methode worden twee golfgeleiderbreedtes gebruikt in één RR. Breedtevariaties veroorza-
akt door de fabricage hebben een tegenovergesteld effect op de waveguides met verschil-
lende breedte ten opzichte van het VSB, zodat VSB variaties afhankelijk van de breedte
gecompenseerd worden. Vergeleken met normale ontwerpen, d.w.z. RRn ontworpen met
één breedte en gebaseerd op de niet-gecalibreerde ontwerp-invoerwaarden, laten robu-
uste RRn een duidelijk afname zien van de VSB variatie en van de afwijking van de nom-
inale VSB waarde. De experimentele resultaten komen goed overeen met de voorspellin-
gen van de methode. Verder stellen wij een vergelijkbare methode voor om silicium MZIs
te ontwerpen met een robuust VSB, gebaseerd op twee golfgeleiderbreedtes voor de ar-
men van de MZI. De ontwikkelde ontwerpmethodes kunnen gebruikt worden voor geïn-
tegreerde fotonische circuits opgebouwd uit vele RRn en MZIs.
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In het vooruitzicht wordt aangegeven hoe dit werk voortgezet kan worden in vervolg-
onderzoek. De sensoreigenschappen van de MZI kunnen afgestemd worden op een te
ont-wikkelen geheel fotonische oplossing voor intravasculaire foto-akoestische beeldvor-
ming. Tevens kan een array van MZI ultrageluidsensoren gebouwd worden op één chip.
Het is ook mogelijk een array van RR sensoren op één chip te ontwikkelen, in combinatie
met een specifiek uitleesapparaat voor een dergelijke array.
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter starts with providing background knowledge relevant to the research reported
in the chapters to follow. In particular, in Section 1.1 the concept of integrated photonics
is presented, together with the photonic components and devices used extensively in this
work. In Section 1.2 a brief introduction is given to ultrasound transducers and imaging,
followed in Section 1.3 by a short overview of the state-of-the-art in the field of optical ul-
trasound sensors and a discussion of challenges we encountered for integrated photonics
ultrasound sensors at the start of this research. Finally, in Section 1.4 the research goals
are formulated, together with the thesis outline.

1.1. INTEGRATED PHOTONICS

1.1.1. THE CONCEPT OF INTEGRATED PHOTONICS
To arrive at the concept of integrated photonics, which is the optical or photonic coun-
terpart of integrated electronics, it is helpful to first discuss guiding of light by a structure
with a higher refractive index than that of the surrounding material. For this, the classic
experiment of the Swiss physicist Jean-Daniel Colladon is used here, which is the first doc-
umented demonstration [1] of the guiding of light, also called optical waveguiding. In his
experiment, Colladon showed that light can be guided by a stream of water in air, leading
to the curved water light guide shown in Figure 1.1(a). This phenomenon is based on total
internal reflection (TIR) at the interface between water and air. The experiment indeed
satisfies the condition for TIR, since the refractive index of water (n ≈ 1.33) is higher than
that of air (n = 1).

core

cladding

(a) (b)

light

Figure 1.1: (a) Colladon’s light guide [1]: a water container is emptied via a hole, giving a water stream shaped as
a curved cylinder. Illumination of the water exit leads to guiding of light by the water stream as a result of total
internal reflection (TIR). (b) Light coupled into an optical fiber, also leading to guiding of light as a result of TIR.

The waveguiding principle of Colladon’s experiment has turned out to be extremely
important, since it is applied all over the world in fiber optic communication for trans-
mitting information over very long distances. Fiber optic communication is a method
to send light pulses, usually of a wavelength in the telecom C-band (around 1550 nm),
from a sender to a receiver through an optical fiber that acts as a waveguide. Thanks to
the superior properties of fused silica from which optical fibers are fabricated, fiber optic
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3

communication is an extremely powerful technique, characterized by a large bandwidth,
immunity to electromagnetic interference, low loss and low cost. It has enabled many im-
portant applications, the most salient one being the Internet. A schematic of an optical
fiber is shown in Figure 1.1(b). The cylindrical fiber core is covered by the cladding, which
has a slightly lower refractive index than that of the core. The diameter of the core is of-
ten on the order of the wavelength of the light, but also can be much larger. For the right
insertion angle at the fiber input, light pulses in the fiber will undergo TIR and propagate
along its length, to deliver pulse-coded information to a receiver at the fiber end.

Miniaturized versions of the optical fiber, fabricated in an appropriate material sys-
tem, have led to optical waveguides on a chip. Photonic circuits that can be made from
these define the field of integrated photonics, in analogy to the field of integrated electron-
ics. Integrated photonics encompasses all aspects of photonic integrated circuits (PICs).
Including more complex functional structures into the circuit enables dedicated function-
alities of PICs [2, 3]. Integrated photonics has taken off as an important enabling technol-
ogy for many applications in the last decades. This is the result of exploiting the highly
developed nanofabrication techniques of nanoelectronics in developing various photonic
platforms based on different material systems. In the telecommunication field, integrated
optical transceivers and receivers are beneficial to high-speed communication systems
[4–6]. In the sensing field, integrated photonic sensors have many advantages. Sensors
based on integrated photonics have been developed to sense temperature [7, 8], strain [9],
pressure [10], ultrasound [11], and chemical components[12].

1.1.2. INTEGRATED PHOTONICS COMPONENTS AND DEVICES
The photonic part of the acoustic sensors and interrogator in Chapters 2 and 3, and the
structures in Chapter 4 are essentially small integrated photonics circuits, comprising var-
ious components and devices. Therefore, the photonics of the components and devices is
discussed here in short.

The optical waveguide

The basics of the guiding of light by an optical waveguide are often introduced using the
infinite dielectric slab waveguide. A schematic of a symmetric waveguide of this type is
presented in Figure 1.2, which shows a core layer sandwiched between identical and thick
cladding layers. The three layers have infinite extent in the y- and z-direction. Similar to
the fiber case, the index of the core is higher than that of the cladding layers. The thick-
ness of the core is on the order of the wavelength or thicker. For the present purpose,
the guided modes propagate in the z-direction and are supposed to be transverse electric
(TE). For the geometry of Figure 1.2, the electric field of TE modes is in the y-direction. In
homogeneous media, the solutions of Maxwell’s equations are plane waves. For the slab
waveguide, translation invariance holds in the z-direction. This suggests that the follow-
ing plane wave describes the TE modes [13]:

Ey (x, z, t ) = Ey (x)exp
[
i (ωt −βz)

]
, (1.1)

where Ey (x, z, t ) and Ey (x) are the electric field of the guided mode and its mode pro-
file, respectively. The modes are characterized by the propagation constant β. This is the
wavevector of the guided mode, which by definition points in the propagation direction
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of the mode. The mode profile is y-independent. ω is the angular frequency of the guided
light. By substituting the trial solution Eq. 1.1 into the wave equation [13] that results from
Maxwell’s equations, one arrives at the following wave equation:

∂2Ey

∂x2 + (
k2

0n2
i −β2)Ey = 0, (1.2)

in which k0 = ω/c (c is the speed of light in vacuum) is the vacuum wavevector of the
monochromatic light exciting the guided mode. ni is the index of the i th layer, with i =
core, cladding. For k0ncladding < β < k0ncore , the solutions of Eq. 1.2 are the profiles of
a series of guided modes. The profiles and the related β-values can be found analytically
and with arbitrary precision. This is done by solving the Eq. 1.2 in each layer and connect-
ing the solutions by applying the boundary conditions for the electric and magnetic field
at the interfaces between the layers, and by numerically solving the eigenvalue equation
that involves β. The resulting β-values are discrete and numbered by m, their number is
finite and the highest value corresponds to the lowest order mode. The number of guided
TE modes that can exist in the slab increases stepwise with increasing core thickness, de-
creasing wavelength and increasing contrast of the indices of the core and the claddings.

n

n

TE

n

0 TE1 TE2

cladding

cladding

core

x

z

y

Figure 1.2: Schematic of the slab waveguide.

Based on β, one often defines the effective index ne of the mode under consideration:

ne = β

k0
. (1.3)

ne is a measure for the reduction of β compared to k0ncore , the value of the vacuum
wavevector in the core layer. To calculate the optical path length travelled by a guided
mode in the waveguide, ne is used instead of ncore. Since β depends on the wavelength
λ, ne depends on wavelength as well. This dependence is expressed in the group velocity,
which is defined by:

ng = ne −λdne

dλ
. (1.4)
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The lowest three mode profiles TE0, TE1 and TE2, are schematically indicated in Figure
1.2. The tails of the profiles, which describe the evanescent field, extend into the cladding
layers. The fields of the TE modes are fully defined by Ey , Hx and Hz , with Hx and Hz the
magnetic field in the respective directions. Apart from the TE modes, transverse magnetic
(TM) modes can exist in the slab, with field components Hy , Ex and Ez . Treatment of the
TM case is along similar lines as summarized above for the TE case.

Practical waveguides are photonic wires, in which light is confined in two directions
and is free to propagate in the third direction. A widely applied type of photonic wire is
the so-called ridge waveguide, which has a rectangular cross section. In Figure 1.3(a) the
cross section of a ridge waveguide is shown, in this case with a silicon ridge, the cladding
material all around the ridge being silicon dioxide. In practice, such a ridge waveguide is
fabricated using lithography and dry etching, applied to a thin layer of waveguiding ma-
terial on a substrate, whether it is silicon or another dielectric waveguiding material. After
the etch, a dielectric layer is deposited onto the waveguide to act as the upper cladding.

The wave equation for the ridge waveguide reflects light confinement in two dimen-
sions, meaning that the mode profile and the refractive index in this case depend on both
x and y : E = E(x, y) and n = n(x, y). By solving the wave equation and applying boundary
conditions [13], approximate solutions can be obtained for the mode profiles and the dis-
crete β-values. The mode profiles are now numbered by the two numbers n and m. The
profiles are the product of two orthogonal modes, one for confinement in the x-direction
and the other for confinement in the y-direction. Again the modes can be TE or TM.

Nowadays, it is common practice to obtain waveguide modes by numerically solving
Maxwell’s equations using commercial software, e.g., Lumerical [14] and COMSOL [15].
Figure 1.3(b) and (c) show the TE and TM mode profiles for the waveguide in Figure 1.3(a),
respectively, simulated using COMSOL. Simulations also lead to other waveguide proper-
ties, for example, the effective index and the group index.

(a) (b) (c)

Si

SiO2
w

h

Figure 1.3: Geometry and modes of a silicon ridge waveguide. (a) Cross section of the waveguide with silicon
dioxide cladding. The waveguide width and height are 450 nm and 220 nm, respectively. (b) TE00 mode of the
waveguide in (a). (c) TM00 mode of the waveguide in (a). The colors in (b) and (c) indicate the magnitude of
the electrical field. Note that for the TE00 mode electrical field is strongest inside the core, while for TM00 it is
strongest immediately outside the core.

The directional coupler

The evanescent field of a mode of a waveguide, a feature of the mode profiles in Figure
1.3, can penetrate a second waveguide that is in close proximity. This leads to excitation
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of a mode or modes in the second waveguide and thus to coupling of optical power to
the second waveguide. This phenomenon of coupling of power from one waveguide to
another is used in a directional coupler, which is schematically depicted in Figure 1.4. The
coupler has one input port and two output ports, which are called the pass port and the
coupled port. Usually, the two waveguides of the coupler are single mode and identical.
For an input power Pin and neglecting propagation loss, coupled mode theory leads to the
powers transferred to the output ports [16]:

Ppass = Pin cos2 [κ(λ)Lc +κ0(λ)] , (1.5)

Pcoupled = Pin sin2 [κ(λ)Lc +κ0(λ)] . (1.6)

input

coupled

pass

gap

straight (L )bend bendc

Figure 1.4: Schematic of a directional coupler. The coupling length Lc of the straight section of the coupler and
the bend sections are indicated.

Here κ(λ) is the electric field coupling coefficient that describes the coupling strength
in the straight section of the coupler, which has length Lc . κ(λ) depends on the difference
between the effective indices of the odd and even supermodes of these two waveguides.
A larger difference leads to a higher value of κ(λ). κ0(λ) is the electric field coupling co-
efficient of the bend sections, which depends on the bend geometry. The dispersion of
κ(λ) and κ0(λ) arises from the wavelength-dependence of the waveguide mode. To avoid
a high sensitivity of the directional coupler to fabrication variations, a very narrow gap is
not preferred. Starting from small Lc , the power Pcoupled increases with increasing Lc , to
reach the value Pin of 100 % coupling for the right value of Lc . The behavior beyond that
point is oscillatory, as described by Eq. 1.6. For any Lc and in agreement with power con-
servation, Ppass and Pcoupled add up to Pin . By design, the splitting ratio Pcoupled/Pin can
thus be varied continuously in the range [0,1].

The ring resonator

The ring resonator (RR) is a commonly used photonic device. It is a waveguide that is
looped back to itself to form a ring. The ring is evanescently coupled to one or two bus
waveguides, using one or two directional couplers that closely resemble the coupler de-
sign depicted in Figure 1.4. This leads to the all-pass RR or add-drop RR shown in Figure
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(a) (b)
in inpass pass

drop add

directional coupler directional coupler

directional coupler

Figure 1.5: The two usual ring-resonator geometries, with the ring shaped as a racetrack. The directional cou-
plers, indicated by the dashed boxes, serve to evanescently couple light between the ring and the bus waveguides.
(a) All-pass ring resonator and (b) Add-drop ring resonator.

1.5. The ring is not necessarily circular, but can take many shapes, for example, the shape
of a racetrack as in Figure 1.5.

When the optical path length of the ring equals an integer number of wavelengths, a
resonance occurs in the ring. The resonance is characterized by an enhanced optical field
in the ring. At resonance, the resonance wavelengths λr meet the resonance condition,
which is given by:

kλr = Lne . (1.7)

Here, k is an integer numbering the order of the resonance, L is the circumference of the
ring and ne is the effective index of the waveguide mode circulating in the ring. The dis-
tance between adjacent resonance wavelengths is the free spectral range (FSR, indicated
in Figure 1.6):

FSR = λ2

ng L
. (1.8)

Here, ng is the group index. In this thesis, only add-drop RRs are used. Assuming that the
two directional couplers of the add-drop RR are identical, the transmissions at the drop
port and the pass port are given by, respectively [17]:

Tp = r 2a2 −2r 2a cosθ+ r 2

1−2r 2a cosθ+ (r 2a)2 , (1.9)

Td =
(
1− r 2

)2
a

1−2r 2a cosθ+ (r 2a)2 . (1.10)

Here, r is the self-coupling coefficient, defined as the electric field transmission coefficient
of the bus waveguide resulting from its coupling to the ring. a is the electric field trans-
mission coefficient of the ring for a single round trip, which includes the propagation loss
in the ring and the loss in the directional couplers. θ =βL is the accumulated phase of the
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Figure 1.6: The transmissions functions Tp and Td of an add-drop RR, for the pass-port configuration (blue
curve) and the drop-port configuration (red curve). Resonance occurs at the positions of the peaks and dips.
The parameters are: FSR = 2 nm; γr = 150 pm, ε= 0.35 and α= 0.05.

circulating mode in the ring for a single round trip. β is the propagation constant of the
mode. The self-coupling coefficient is calculated from the coupling ratio Ppass /Pin of the
directional couplers, which follows from Eq. 1.5:

r =
√(

Ppass /Pin
)

. (1.11)

For wavelengths λ close to λr , the phase θ can be approximated by:

θ = 2π

λ
ne (λ)L ∼= 2πm −2πng (λr )L

λ−λr

λ2
r

. (1.12)

This approximation leads to the following expressions for the transmissions Tp and Td :

Tp ≈ (λ−λr )2 +α(
γr /2

)2

(λ−λr )2 + (
γr /2

)2 , (1.13)

Td ≈ ε

1+ (λ−λr )2

(γr /2)2

. (1.14)

Here, α, γr and ε are given by:

α= r 2(1−a)2(
1− r 2a

)2 , (1.15)

γr =
λ2

r

(
1− r 2a

)
πng Lr

p
a

, (1.16)
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ε=
(
1− r 2

)2
a(

1− r 2a
)2 . (1.17)

α and ε are the transmission level at λr in the pass-port and the drop-port configuration,
respectively. γr is the full width at half minimum or the full width at half maximum, both
abbreviated by FWHM, of the dip or peak described by Eq. 1.13 or Eq. 1.14, respectively.
The quality factor of the RR is λr /γr . The line-shape function given by Eq. 1.13 for Tp can
be written as [1− (1−α)Λ(λ)], with Λ(λ) a Lorentzian function of maximum value unity,
centered atλr . The line-shape function given by Eq. 1.14 can be written as εΛ(λ). In Figure
1.6 plots are presented of the transmissions functions Tp and Td , for the parameters given
in the figure caption. Near the resonance wavelengths of 1550 nm and 1552 nm the line
shapes closely resemble the approximate transmission functions given by Eqs. 1.13 and
1.14.

The multimode interferometer

The multimode interferometer (MMI) is a photonic component for merging and splitting
of light. An MMI consists of a wide, multimode center waveguide and a number of single
mode input and output waveguides connected to the center waveguide [18]. In general,
an MMI is referred to as an M×N MMI, where M and N are the number of input and output
waveguides, respectively. In Figure 1.7 an 1×2 and a 3×3 MMI are sketched.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.7: Two examples of an MMI: (a) 1×2 MMI. (b) 3×3 MMI. The black waveguides are single mode waveg-
uides, while the green waveguide is a multimode waveguide.

The light entering the multimode waveguide from an input waveguide is decomposed
into the modes that can exist in the central section, where these modes propagate, each
with its own propagation constant. Because the multiple modes propagating in the central
section are phase related, an interference pattern with field maxima and minima forms
along the length of the central section, with the details of the pattern depending on the
propagation distance. In case light is injected by several input waveguides, the inter-
ference pattern results from interference of the multiple modes excited by all the input
waveguides together. By choosing the length of the center waveguide such that interfer-
ence maxima occur exactly at the end of the center waveguide, and by placing output
waveguides at the positions of these maxima, the light entered via the input waveguides
can be distributed over the outputs in a pre-determined way. For example, an ideal 1×2
MMI of the type in Figure 1.7(a) gives two identical outputs, each with half the power of
the input. It thus works as a 50/50 light splitter. Based on the reversibility of the flow of
light, the 2×1 MMI can be used to combine light as well. An ideal 3×3 MMI of the type
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in Figure 1.7(b) gives three outputs, with a phase difference of 120◦ between each output.
The power of the three outputs is the same.

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer

In the late nineteenth century, Zehnder and Mach proposed and demonstrated a free
space optics interferometric instrument [19, 20] that later became known as the Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (MZI). Their MZI was capable of splitting the light from a single
source into two beams, to define two optical paths, and of recombining these beams, to
generate interference. Mach and Zehnder used their instrument to study the phase shifts
between the two beams induced by insertion of a sample into one of the optical paths.

in out
MMIMMI
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Figure 1.8: (a) Schematic top view of an integrated photonics MZI. (b) The transmission function of the MZI,
according to Eq. 1.19. The FSR is 0.5 nm and the visibility is unity.

Nowadays, the MZI finds widespread use as an integrated photonics device for signal
processing and sensing. In Figure 1.8(a), a schematic top view is given of an integrated
photonics MZI, where the narrow waveguides are single mode waveguides with effective
index ne and group index ng . Monochromatic light offered by the input waveguide is split
by a 1×2 MMI into two light paths, using two waveguide arms. The arms, which have a
path length difference ∆L, are merged in a 2× 1 MMI, where the arriving guided modes
interfere. The path length difference gives a phase difference ϕ of the interfering modes.
In the ideal case, the resulting transmission of the MZI is a cosine that as a function of ϕ
oscillates between zero and unity. The transmission function is given by [21]:

TMZI = 1

2
[1+cosϕ] = 1

2

[
1+cos

(
2π

λ
ne (λ)∆L

)]
. (1.18)

Equation 1.18 describes how a phase difference caused by a path-length difference is con-
verted to a transmission value and thus to a value of the output power of the MZI. Phase-
difference changes caused by changes of ne or∆L translate to transmission changes, which
is the basis of sensing with an integrated photonics MZI. For sensing with the MZI, one
typically chooses an operation wavelength such that the changes of ne or ∆L induce the
highest transmission change and thus the strongest sensing signal. These are the wave-
lengths for which ∂TMZI/∂λ is maximum.
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In practice, an MZI is subject to imperfections and environmental influences. These
can be accounted for by introducing additional parameters p, q and ϕe , leading to

TMZI = 1

2

[
p +q cos

(
2π

λ
ne (λ)∆L+ϕe

)]
≈ 1

2

[
p +q cos

(
2π

FSR
λ+ψe

)]
. (1.19)

The ratio q/p is the fringe visibility, which is unity in the ideal case. ϕe is a phase offset
that includes effects due to imperfections of the MZI and due to environmental influences.
The right side of Eq. 1.19 follows by making the practical approach that the period of the
transmission function plotted versus wavelength, i.e., FSR of the MZI, is virtually constant
in a limited wavelength range. In that case, ψe includes ϕe and an additional phase offset
related to this approach. Figure 1.8(b) shows a plot of the transmission function given by
Eq. 1.19, in which the p = q = 1 and FSR is given by:

FSR = λ2

ng∆L
. (1.20)

The grating coupler

The grating coupler is a component for the coupling of light between a chip and a fiber. It
is a periodic grating consisting of grating lines shallowly etched in the silicon layer. In Fig-
ure 1.9 the grating lines are illustrated in cross section as rectangular grating teeth. The fig-
ure also shows a fiber that offers light to the coupler. The period of the grating is pg =λ/ne,
where ne is the effective index of the guided mode propagating through the grating. As ne

is different for the TE mode and the TM mode, a grating coupler is polarization depen-
dent. The grating couplers of our devices only work for the TE mode. A fill factor of 0.5
is often used in a grating coupler. Light is coupled from the fiber into the chip through
diffraction at the grating. It is designed to use the first order diffraction maximum for in-
coupling and outcoupling of light [22]. However, other diffraction orders can be present as
well. When the first diffraction order couples out at 90◦ with respect to the surface of the
grating coupler, the second diffraction order will reflect back into the waveguide, which
may lead to unwanted light interference. To avoid this reflection, the grating coupler is
detuned to couple light out at a small angle φ = 10◦ with respect to the surface normal
[see Figure 1.9(a)]. With air cladding, a coupling efficiency of 31% has been obtained for
wavelengths around 1550 nm [22]. The coupling efficiency of the grating coupler is mainly
limited by two factors: i) Not all the light from the waveguide is coupled upward towards
the fiber. There is also quite some light transmitted, diffracted and reflected to other di-
rections. ii) There is a mismatch between the coupling field towards the fiber and the fiber
mode. Several methods for improving the coupling efficiency are proposed in [22]. The
easiest way would be depositing an oxide cladding on top of the grating, which increases
the fraction of coupled light because it gives a smaller refractive index mismatch for light
passing from the chip to the fiber and vice versa.

As indicated, in the common use of a grating coupler for incoupling of light, the fiber is
oriented at an angle φ= 10◦ above the coupler. Light can be outcoupled from the chip to
the fiber in the same way. For packaging of photonics chips, the vertical fiber is replaced
by an angle polished fiber shown in Figure 1.9(b). By choosing the proper polishing angle,
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Figure 1.9: Two ways of using a grating coupler: (a) Light coupled into a waveguide from an almost vertical fiber
and (b) Light coupled into a waveguide from an angle polished fiber.

total internal reflection happens at the fiber facet, thus again directing the light to the
grating coupler with the proper angle. The fiber can be glued on the chip using UV curable
glue. This is called the planar fiber packaging method [23], which we used to package the
sensors introduced in the Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. Because our sensors are operated
in water, a reflecting layer of aluminum is deposited on the fiber facet to maintain the
internal reflection.

1.1.3. PHOTONIC INTEGRATION PLATFORMS USED IN THIS RESEARCH
The above components and devices are passive structures, though in some cases provi-
sions can be added for active external control of the photonic properties. For these passive
photonics structures, silicon is a very suitable waveguiding material [24]. However, due to
the indirect electronic bandgap of silicon, the silicon platform in general is unsuitable for
active integrated photonic devices such as lasers and optical amplifiers. Silicon photonics
is based on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) material, which is a highly developed material sys-
tem. In essence, SOI material is a thin (few hundred nanometers thick), high grade single
crystalline and lowly doped silicon layer on top of a thermal oxide. The oxide is thicker
than the range of the evanescent field of the modes of the waveguides to be fabricated in
the layer. As for fabrication technology, silicon photonics is based on the highly-developed
fabrication process of advanced complementary metal-oxide-silicon (CMOS) technology
of today’s nanoelectronics, leading to low cost and high volume production of PICs. The
refractive index contrast between the silicon core (n ≈ 3.5) and the silicon dioxide or air
cladding (n ≈ 1.5 or 1) is high, giving strong light confinement in silicon waveguides. This
enables compact PICs, because waveguides can be sharply bent without significant bend-
ing loss. Several foundries provide commercial silicon-photonics services, for example
IMEC, CEA-Leti and AMF. The silicon photonic sensors and other silicon photonic struc-
tures for the research of this thesis were fabricated at IMEC (Leuven, Belgium), through
the Europractice multi-project wafer (MPW) service [25].

For integrated photonics including active devices and photodetectors in addition to
the passive structures and devices discussed above, platforms are available based on a
material with a direct electronic bandgap. A prominent one is the platform based in InP,
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a III-V material. Waveguides are patterned in an epitaxially grown InP/InGaAsP/InP lay-
ered structure. Guided modes propagate in the InGaAsP core, which is sandwiched be-
tween InP claddings. The index contrast of the InP platform is smaller than that of the SOI
platform (InGaAsP: n ≈ 3.4 depending on concentration of the materials; InP: n ≈ 3.2),
giving weaker light confinement and leading to larger bend radii. The PIC for the inter-
rogator (see Chapter 2) was fabricated in InP technology by foundry SMART Photonics
(Eindhoven, The Netherlands) [26].

1.2. ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCERS AND IMAGING

1.2.1. PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER
An ultrasound transducer is a device for conversion of electrical energy to ultrasound
waves and vice versa. In this sense, such a transducer can both generate and sense ultra-
sound waves. The most widely applied ultrasound transducer is the piezoelectric trans-
ducer, in which a disk of piezoelectric material is the key component [27]. Such a mate-
rial shows the piezoelectric effect, which originates from the material’s electrical polariza-
tion properties. Upon application of an electrical field, the material deforms, and upon
deformation an electrical field is generated that can be measured as an external voltage.
The applied electrical field and the dimension change are linearly related around its equi-
librium state. The piezoelectric effect can occur over a wide frequency range, from DC
into the MHz range, making a piezoelectric material suitable as the base material for ul-
trasound transducers. The frequency spectrum of the disk vibrations shows resonances
determined by its spatial dimensions: the fitting of an odd number of half the acoustic
wavelength in the thickness of the disk. There is a whole class of piezoelectric materials.
Among these are the piezoceramic lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT), today’s main workhorse
for ultrasound transducers, and the piezopolymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), which
is better for sensing than for generating of ultrasound.

piezoelectric disk

matching layer

electrode
backing layer

casing cable

Figure 1.10: Cross section of a conventional piezoelectric transducer, showing its layered structure. The individ-
ual layers are: backing layer, upper electrode, piezoelectric disk, lower electrode, and matching layer. A trans-
ducer of this type is usually shaped as a cylinder, with a diameter on the order of a few cm to sub mm, depending
on the application.

A cross section of a conventional piezoelectric transducer is presented in Figure 1.10.
The piezoelectric disk is part of a layered structure with intimate contact between the lay-
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ers. The disk has two planar electrodes to enable electrical actuation and sensing. The
other layers are the backing layer inside the casing and the matching layer forming the
interface to the medium into which ultrasound waves are transmitted. The backing layer
is for providing mechanical damping of the vibrations of the piezoelectric disk and for re-
ducing reflection at the inner face of the disk. These effects broaden the bandwidth of the
resonances (usually, a transducer is optimized for the fundamental resonance, which is
the strongest), to enable the sending and receiving of short ultrasound pulses, i.e., pulses
with a certain frequency bandwidth. The broadening of the resonance bandwidth, how-
ever, is at the expense of the transducer sensitivity. In practice, the properties of the back-
ing layer are chosen to obtain a good compromise between bandwidth and sensitivity.

The matching layer is for matching the characteristic acoustic impedance of the piezo-
electric material to that of the medium into which acoustic waves are sent. The charac-
teristic acoustic impedance Z0 is given by Z0 = ρ0c0, with ρ0 the equilibrium mass den-
sity of the material and c0 the equilibrium velocity of acoustic waves in the material. The
matching layer is chosen such that optimum transfer of acoustic energy into the medium
is obtained. The matching layer also has a damping effect.

The production technology of conventional piezoelectric transducers is mature and
reliable. These transducers are widely and successfully used in many applications, e.g.,
ultrasound imaging and nondestructive testing. Disadvantages of the transducer result
from thermal and electrical limitations. The poling of the piezoelectric material applied
in manufacturing diminishes in time (thermal depoling) [27], gradually at room tempera-
ture and faster when used at elevated temperatures or by self heating as a result of the en-
ergy absorption by the backing layer. Depoling leads to reduced performance. Electrically,
the transducer is sensitive to electromagnetic interference caused by signals from the en-
vironment. The effect of the acoustic design on the transducer’s electrical impedance
should be taken into account in the overall design of the electronics, including the wiring
connected to the transducer, for optimum matching and optimum conversion between
electrical and acoustic energy.

For medical applications, such as intravascular ultrasound imaging [28], there is an
increasing demand for miniaturization of the piezoelectric transducer and for arrays of
piezoelectric transducers with lateral dimensions of the individual elements down to 100µm
or even smaller. Developments in this direction are challenging and involve new manu-
facturing techniques such as diamond-saw cutting and laser cutting. The electrical wiring
of this kind of array is a challenging and labor intensive procedure, while the resulting
dense wiring may give rise to electric cross talk between the individual elements of the
array.

1.2.2. CMUT AND PMUT
To meet the demands for miniaturization of transducers and transducer arrays using de-
vices other than the conventional bulk piezoelectric transducers, which use thickness-
mode vibrations, micromachined ultrasound transducers (MUTs) have been developed.
Benefiting from the type of mature fabrication techniques developed in microelectronics,
MUTs with a small dimension and dense packing can be produced on wafer scale. There
are two types of MUTs: capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs) and
piezoelectric micromachined ultrasound transducers (PMUTs).
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Figure 1.11: Schematic cross sections of (a) a capacitive micromachined ultrasound transducer (CMUT) and (b)
a piezoelectric micromachined ultrasound transducer (PMUT), both with a membrane that covers a cavity.

As can be seen in Figure 1.11(a), a CMUT is a box-type of cavity covered by a membrane
[29]. The substrate and the membrane are both equipped with a planar electrode. This
makes the device a capacitor, with the capacitance depending on the deflection of the
membrane. The membrane can be made to vibrate and generate ultrasound waves by
application of an AC voltage. Conversely, ultrasound-induced capacitance modulation
leads to a measurable AC voltage. The frequency characteristic of a CMUT is determined
by the membrane structure. It depends on the shape, dimensions, mechanical stiffness,
and intrinsic stress of the membrane and on the boundary conditions that hold for the
membrane [29]. For a high sensitivity, a high DC bias voltage is applied to the CMUT to
enable the membrane collapse-mode [30]. However, this increases the risk of failure of the
device.

PMUTs have a membrane structure as well [29], as shown in Figure 1.11(b). A thin layer
of piezoelectric material is deposited on the membrane. This layer works as the actuator of
the membrane for generating ultrasound or a converter to transduce ultrasound-induced
vibrations to an electrical signal, just like for the conventional piezoelectric transducer.
The frequency response of a PMUT depends on the entire membrane, including the piezo-
electric layer. Unlike CMUTs, PMUTs do not require a large DC bias, enabling integration
with low voltage electronics. However, it is rather difficult to deposit a thin layer of high-
performance piezoelectric material.

Compared to the piezoelectric transducers, the main operational component of MUTs
shifts from piezo disk to a thin membrane with a well-designed vibrational mode. Proper
design and fabrication of the membranes, which are layered structures, are crucial for the
performance of the MUTs. Efficient modeling methods are needed for accurate predic-
tion of the effects of the intrinsic stress of the membrane [29]. Since CMUTs and PMUTs
are also electrical devices, they are not immune to electromagnetic interference. Proper
electrical impedance matching is needed for the MUTs as well.

1.2.3. ULTRASOUND IMAGING

A main application of ultrasound transducers is ultrasound imaging, which is widely used
for medical diagnosis [31]. A typical ultrasound image of a breast is given in Figure 1.12.
Ultrasound imaging is based on the pulse-echo principle. The transducer emits a short
ultrasound pulse, which travels towards the object via a medium. When the pulse arrives
at the object, it partly reflects back as a result of the acoustic impedance difference, giving
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an echo at the transducer and resulting in a transducer signal. As the speed of ultrasound
in the medium is usually known, the distance between the transducer and the object can
be calculated using the time delay between the emitted pulse and the received pulse. The
amplitude of the echo signal is a measure of the difference of the acoustic impedance
between the medium and the object. The stronger the echo, the larger is the acoustic
impedance difference. An ultrasound image of a large object can be obtained by repeating
this process using beam scanning, i.e., by placing the transducer at different positions or
by mechanically rotating the transducer to steer the beam in different directions.

Figure 1.12: Breast ultrasound image obtained with the Siemens Acuson S2000 ultrasound system.

In modern ultrasound-imaging systems, an array of transducers is used instead of the
mechanical beam scanning. Two types of transducer arrays exist: phased arrays and linear
arrays. All elements of a phased array are used simultaneously. In the most flexible phased
array systems, the signal amplitude, waveform and delay time of the pulse generated by
each transducer element can be independently controlled, making it possible to adapt the
beam shape or to steer the beam to different directions for covering the image plane. For
a linear array, only a subset of the elements is used for a scan line. By varying the subset of
elements sequentially across the transducer array, the whole image plane is covered.

The quality of an ultrasound image depends on the properties of the elements of the
array and on the array itself. In general, the elements should have a high sensitivity, a low
detection limit and operate in the desired frequency range. The high sensitivity and low
detection limit enable a high signal-to-noise ratio. For clinical ultrasound imaging, the
frequency range normally lies between 1 and 40 MHz. As ultrasound imaging is based on
the pulse-echo principle, the axial resolution, which is the minimum distance that can
be differentiated between two reflectors in the direction of beam propagation, is very im-
portant. A high axial resolution is obtained by using a short pulse length in time [32].
This requires a high operating frequency of the element (resulting in a short ultrasound
wavelength) and a large bandwidth of the element (a broadband frequency domain sig-
nal gives a short time domain signal). It is worth to mention that the penetration depth
of ultrasound waves decreases with increasing the frequency, which should be taken into
account when selecting the operating frequency of the array element. The lateral reso-
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lution, corresponding to the minimum distance that can be differentiated between two
reflectors located perpendicular to the beam-propagation direction, is determined by the
beam width of the generated ultrasound pulse, which varies with the distance between
the object and the transducer [32]. The lateral resolution is high when the beam width is
narrow. The lateral resolution can also be improved using special imaging techniques. For
example, the synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT) [33] is used for this purpose.
SAFT is based on delay-and-sum operations. It combines the signals of a series of mea-
surements taken for different pulse-echo geometries of the ultrasound source, the object
and the ultrasound receiver, the latter meaning the array element operating in sensing
mode. Data summation gives constructive and destructive interference of the measured
signals, leading to the reconstructed image. By using a large array that covers a large aper-
ture, the interference of the measured signals gives an improved lateral resolution [34].
To have sufficient signal level from the edge of the aperture, a large opening angle of the
single transducer element is desired. The latter is achieved by making the elements small
with respect to the wavelength of the probing wave field.

1.3. OPTICAL ULTRASOUND SENSORS
Various types of optical ultrasound sensors are being developed to provide an alterna-
tive to the sensing functionality of the traditional piezoelectric transducers. There are two
main types of optical ultrasound sensors: fiber-based ultrasound sensors and integrated
photonics ultrasound sensors. Compared with piezoelectric transducers and MUTs, the
optical sensors are immune to electromagnetic interference, while electrical impedance
matching does not play a role. However, optical ultrasound sensors cannot generate ul-
trasound waves. Thus, an ultrasound source is needed. In photoacoustic imaging [28],
in which ultrasound waves are generated by the tissue when absorbing incident light, an
all-photonic solution can be realized for acoustic imaging by using an optical ultrasound
sensor.

Fiber-based ultrasound sensors include fiber interferometric sensors [35, 36], Fabry-
Perot cavities built in a fiber or on a fiber tip [37–39], and fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) [40–
43]. These sensors cover the sound-frequency range from kHz up to MHz. Some of these
have high sensitivity and a low detection limit [38, 40]. The fiber interferometric sensors
are scalable to an array [44]. However, miniaturization of fiber-based ultrasound sensors
is rather difficult, because their sensitivity usually depends on the active length for sens-
ing of the fiber. High sensitivity requires a long active length, leading to a large size. In
addition, fiber-based ultrasound sensors of the types discussed do not lend themselves to
cost effective and high volume production.

Integrated photonics ultrasound sensors have drawn a lot of attention recently. Com-
pared to fiber-based ultrasound sensors, they have the important additional advantages
of a small footprint, low cost, and mass producibility using highly developed microfabri-
cation techniques, which are even CMOS compatible for sensors fabricated in SOI tech-
nology. A π-phase-shifted Bragg grating ultrasound sensor was developed in a SOI plat-
form [45]. The sensor’s response is dominated by the formation of surface acoustic waves.
However, its directivity is rather limited and can only measure the ultrasound waves from
specific angles.

RRs made in a polymer and a SOI platform were developed as ultrasound sensors as
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well [11, 46–48]. The polymer RRs are located on a rigid substrate. Ultrasound waves
induce deformation of the polymer, which via the optoelastic effect leads to a resonance-
wavelength modulation that can be measured. In [46] a polymer RR sensor is demon-
strated for ultrasound in the range of 1-75 MHz, giving a noise equivalent pressure (NEP)
of 21.4 Pa. The realized bend radius of the ring in [46] is 40µm. To have a smaller bend
radius, polymers with a higher refractive index than reported are needed.

The silicon RR sensor in SOI developed in our department is located on a thin mem-
brane that is sensitive to ultrasound waves [11, 48], in the sense that ultrasound waves
excite a vibrational mode of the membrane. The membrane vibration at ultrasound fre-
quencies introduces oscillatory strain in the RR, causing modulation of the length and
effective index of the ring. These, together with an effect of the dispersion, result in mod-
ulation of the resonance wavelength of the RR [9]. Experimental results show that this
silicon RR sensor has high sensitivity of 2.1 mV/Pa and a NEP down to 0.4 Pa [11]. These
favorable properties of this RR sensor, and the general appeal of an integrated photon-
ics silicon sensor fabricated with CMOS compatible fabrication techniques, made further
research with this sensor the starting point of the work in this thesis.
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Figure 1.13: Snapshot of the ultrasound-induced modulation of the RR resonance. By using a fixed laser opera-
tion wavelength λ0, the resonance shift ∆λ is reflected as a transmission change ∆T . Here, the sensing mecha-
nism is explained for a resonance dip, but the sensing also works for a resonance peak.

As indicated, the oscillatory pressure of the ultrasound waves is translated to a mod-
ulation of the resonance wavelength of the RR. For reading out these RR sensors, the so-
called modulation method is often used, which is based on a tunable laser and a high
speed photodetector. As shown in Figure 1.13, the laser wavelengthλ0 is aligned to the lin-
ear and steep flank of the resonance dip. The ultrasound-induced resonance-wavelength
modulation leads to a transmission modulation at λ0, which can be measured using the
photodetector. The wavelength-dependent sensitivity of the sensor for this method can
be defined as:
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where η is the net effect of the loss and gain in the entire light path. Ii n is the optical input
power, T is the transmission, pu is the ultrasound pressure. For small pressure values, the
sensor response is expected to be linear and both dT /dλ and ∆λ/∆p are constant. There-
fore, the sensitivity is proportional to |dT /dλ| at λ0. By choosing λ0 such that |dT /dλ| is
maximum, the sensitivity of the sensor is maximized.

Despite of the merits of the silicon RR ultrasound sensor, there are three main chal-
lenges that have to be met in relation to this sensor:

1. A better interrogation method is needed for the RR sensor. As mentioned above,
the modulation method requires delicate alignment of the operation wavelength to
the steep flank of a resonance dip (or peak). For a high value of |dT /dλ|, the RR
should have a high quality factor, meaning the FWHM of the resonance dip or peak
should be narrow. The typical FWHM of our RRs is about 100 pm. Since the reso-
nance wavelength is very sensitive to the temperature (about 80 pm/K) [7], a small
temperature change will lead to misalignment of the operation wavelength to the
resonance, which can result in a (much) smaller sensitivity. Moreover, the narrow
FWHM limits the maximum pressure that can be measured. When the resonance-
wavelength modulation is large, |dT /dλ| can not be regarded as a constant anymore.
This gives non-linear behavior of measured signal versus pressure, which is unde-
sired. The tunable laser used in the modulation method is rather large and expen-
sive, and thus is not so suitable. For real applications of the sensor, an interrogator
is needed that can deal with the above limitations. In addition, this interrogator
should be packaged as a single unit and portable.

2. Disadvantages of the RR sensor itself need to be overcome. The possibility to have
a high sensitivity of the sensor by using a high input power as suggested by Eq. 1.21
is rather limited. This is due to the enhancement of the electrical field in the ring
at resonance, as a result of which significant nonlinear effects will start to occur at
relatively low optical input power (starting at about 0.3 mW [49]). This will cause
self-heating of the ring and bistability of the resonance. A low optical input power
limits the sensitivity of the sensor and the signal-to-noise ratio of the sensor signal.

3. Design methods for silicon photonics devices, in particular RRs and MZIs, with
properties robust to fabrication variations need to be developed. The strong con-
finement of light in silicon photonics enables sharp bends and a small device foot-
print. However, this comes at the cost of a high sensitivity of device properties to
fabrication variations. Since the fabrication variations are inherent to the fabrica-
tion process, these are unavoidable. Thus, robust optimization methods for mini-
mizing the effects of fabrication variations are crucial for further developing silicon
photonics. In this context, we focus on making the free spectral range of RRs and
MZIs more robust to fabrication variations.
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1.4. RESEARCH GOALS AND THESIS OUTLINE
We have set three research goals to take up the abovementioned three challenges. These
are the subjects of Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis. To reach the goals, all necessary activi-
ties in the complete research chain have been undertaken. This includes photonic design,
simulation, fabrication, packaging, characterization of the optical properties of the de-
vices and ultrasound measurements of the developed photonics sensors. For photonic
design, Optodesigner of Synopsys [50] is used, while for photonic simulations COMSOL
is used. The silicon photonic structures have been fabricated at IMEC through the Euro-
practice MPW service. Sensors are obtained by applying a sequence of post-processing
steps, carried out in the Kavli Nanolab Delft, and by packaging steps in our lab. The InP
photonic chip has been fabricated at SMART Photonics.

The outline of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 an interrogator, which we call
MediGator (medical interrogator), is presented to meet challenge 1. The MediGator com-
prises a custom light source and a PIC chip with an MZI, a 3×3 MMI and photodetectors.
Each property of the light source is specially tailored to meet the critical demands of the
interrogation of the RR sensor. The full mathematical description of the interrogation is
presented. It leads to the optimum MZI design. High interrogation performance is exper-
imentally demonstrated and is compared with the modulation method. Results show that
the MediGator overcomes the limitations of the modulation method.

An MZI ultrasound sensor designed to overcome the limitations of the RR sensor is
demonstrated in Chapter 3. One arm of the MZI is located on a thin membrane, working as
the sensing part of the device. Ultrasound waves excite the membrane’s vibrational mode,
thus inducing modulation of the MZI transmission. We experimentally demonstrate high
sensitivity, low detection limit and large dynamic range of this sensor. Since the transmis-
sion characteristic of the MZI is gradual, the wavelength-operation range is wider than
that of RRs, providing a more robust interrogation. In addition, unlike RRs, MZIs do not
exhibit nonlinear effects for relatively high optical input power, which is advantageous for
further improving the performance of the sensor. This chapter is concluded by an adden-
dum on membrane buckling. In this addendum, we explore the causes of the membrane
buckling and the possible influence of the buckling on the sensor’s acoustic properties.

In Chapter 4 we develop a design method for silicon RRs with a free spectral range
(FSR) robust to fabrication variations, in particular variations of the waveguide width of
these devices. To obtain an accurate design and well-aimed robust performance, we de-
termine the systematic waveguide-width deviation of the foundry and use it for calibrating
the design inputs. Two waveguide widths are used in the RR, compensating the effect of
width variations on the free spectral range. Experimental results match well with our the-
oretical prediction, proving that the method is valid. This design method can be applied
to PICs comprising multiple RRs. An MZI with an FSR robust to fabrication variations can
be obtained using a similar design method as well. In the addendum of this chapter, de-
sign and performance prediction of MZIs with a robust FSR are presented, which shows
the feasibility.

In Chapter 5 we present the overall conclusions of the thesis and an outlook, which
shortly discusses how to further develop our sensor and interrogator towards imaging ap-
plications.

The Appendices provide information on the photonic designs implemented in the two
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silicon photonics MPW runs, the membrane fabrication process, and the sensor packag-
ing procedure.
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2
INTEGRATED PHOTONICS

INTERFEROMETRIC INTERROGATOR

FOR A RING-RESONATOR

ULTRASOUND SENSOR

We present a compact integrated photonics interrogator for a ring-resonator (RR) ultra-
sound sensor, the so-called MediGator. The MediGator consists of a special light source and
an InP Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with a 3×3 multi-mode interferometer. Minia-
turization of the MZI to chip size enables high temperature stability and negligible signal
drift. The light source has a −3dB bandwidth of 1.5 nm, a power density of 9 dBm/nm and
a tuning range of 5.7 nm, providing sufficient signal level and robust alignment for the RR
sensor. The mathematical procedure of interrogation is presented, leading to the optimum
MZI design. We measure the frequency response of the sensor using the MediGator, giving
a resonance frequency of 0.995 MHz. Further, high interrogation performance is demon-
strated at the RR resonance frequency for an ultrasound pressure range of 1.47− 442.4Pa,
which yields very good linearity between the pressure and the resulting modulation am-
plitude of the RR resonance wavelength. The measured signal time traces match well with
calculated results. Linear fitting of the pressure data gives a sensor sensitivity of 77.2 fm/Pa.
The MediGator provides a low detection limit, temperature robustness and a large measure-
ment range for interrogating the RR ultrasound sensor.

This chapter is based on: B. Ouyang, M. Haverdings, R. Horsten, M. Kruidhof, P. Kat, and J. Caro, Integrated
photonics interferometric interrogator for a ring-resonator ultrasound sensor, Optics Express 27 (2019), pp. 23408-
23421.
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2. INTEGRATED PHOTONICS INTERFEROMETRIC INTERROGATOR FOR A RING-RESONATOR

ULTRASOUND SENSOR

2.1. INTRODUCTION
Integrated photonics sensors are contributing to many fields, including chemical sensing
[1–4], temperature sensing [5, 6], and ultrasound detection [7, 8]. Recently, such sensors
for detecting ultrasound based on ring resonators (RRs) fabricated in silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) and polymer platforms have attracted attention [9–11], in view of their high sensi-
tivity, small footprint, possibility of realizing a sensor array on chip, immunity to electro-
magnetic interference and mass producibility. Therefore, high quality interrogation of this
type of sensors becomes crucial for their further development and applications.

RR sensors are often interrogated using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), for mea-
suring the shift of the transmission spectrum [5, 12]. However, its resolution is limited to
the pm range and the interrogation speed is low, which makes an OSA unsuitable for sens-
ing narrow and fast periodic signals. An on-chip arrayed waveguide grating was developed
for interrogating a RR gas sensor [13]. The arrayed waveguide grating is suitable for high
speed, but its resolution is also too low for RR ultrasound sensors. Another method is the
so-called modulation method, using a narrow linewidth tunable laser and a high speed
photodetector [9–11]. By placing the laser wavelength at the linear flank of a RR reso-
nance and measuring the resulting modulation of the transmitted power, the resonance-
wavelength modulation can be extracted. However, the highest modulation amplitude
measurable with this method is limited by the narrow width of a resonance, implying a
short flank [9]. In [14] we demonstrate an interrogator for a RR ultrasound sensor based
on a fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with a 3×3 fiber coupler. Owing to the 3×3
coupler, at least two outputs of the MZI are non-zero for any operation wavelength, en-
abling detecting a resonance-wavelength modulation resulting from a 1.2 Pa ultrasound
pressure [14]. However, due to the large footprint of the fiber circuit, the environmental
phase drift of the MZI is hard to control, thus making this fiber interrogator unsuited for
long-time measurements. In addition, it requires pre-measurement at high ultrasound
pressure for a circle fitting procedure with the measured signals, adding complexity in us-
ing the fiber interrogator [14].

Here, as the next step in the development started in [14], we present a compact in-
tegrated photonics interrogator, consisting of a photonic integrated circuit (PIC) and a
special light source. The PIC includes an integrated photonics MZI with a 3× 3 multi-
mode interferometer (MMI) and three photodetectors. With this miniaturization of the
MZI, the temperature of the MZI can be well controlled during interrogation. Therefore,
this new interrogator is very suitable for long-time measurements as well. Similar MZIs
have been reported for interrogating fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors [15], but not for
the RR sensors, which are challenging due to the multiple resonances, the limited control
of the resonance wavelength, the narrow resonance linewidth and the low transmission
of the fiber-to-RR coupling. We developed a novel light source to overcome these issues.
The light source comprises a pump laser, an Er-doped fiber and a tunable FBG. It provides
a spectrum with high power density, large tuning range and suitable bandwidth. These
properties ensure a high S/N ratio of the output signals, a robust alignment of the source
to the sensor, and a large measurement range. By taking into account instrumental off-
sets stably present in the acquired signals, we avoid the above-mentioned circle fitting
and thus strongly simplify the interrogation procedure. We analytically present the in-
terrogation procedure and experimentally demonstrate a low detection limit and a large
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measurement range of this interrogator. Together with the RR sensor, this integrated in-
terrogator is very promising for medical applications, such as intravascular ultrasound
imaging [16]. Therefore, we call this interrogator MediGator (medical interrogator).

2.2. RING-RESONATOR ULTRASOUND SENSOR AND MEDIGATOR

DESIGN

2.2.1. RING-RESONATOR ULTRASOUND SENSOR
Here we provide the background of the operation of the RR ultrasound sensor used in the
interrogation experiments and present its main characteristics. The latter serve as input
for developing the interrogation procedure and for matching of the MediGator and the RR
sensor presented in Section 2.3.

The sensor is very similar to the ones we used in our previous work [14]. It comprises
a racetrack-shaped silicon RR located on a silicon dioxide membrane that has its vibra-
tional mode in the MHz range. A difference is that the present sensor has a square mem-
brane, while the previous ones had a circular membrane. Further, the racetrack is paral-
lel to the <100> direction instead of the <110> direction. This gives a somewhat smaller
resonance-wavelength shift in response to the applied strain [17]. A schematic of the sen-
sor, a cross-section of the membrane region and a microscope image of the membrane are
presented in Figures 2.1(a)-(c). RRs of the type shown in Figure 2.1(c) were fabricated at
IMEC through the ePIXfab MPW service [18] on a CMOS compatible SOI platform [220 nm
Si layer, 2µm buried oxide (BOX) layer]. The two directional couplers of the RR are iden-
tical. The realized waveguide width of the RR is 400 nm. Operational ultrasound sensors
result from post-processing in the Kavli Nanolab Delft and subsequent packaging, using
the same procedures as described in [7]. The truncated pyramidal hole under the mem-
brane [Figure 2.1(b)] is formed in a KOH etch, applied to locally remove the silicon sub-
strate under the RR, using the BOX layer as etch stop. As can be seen in Figure 2.1(c), the
84µm×84µm membrane is well aligned to the RR.

Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of the RR ultrasound sensor: a RR on a square membrane (blue). (b) Cross-section of
the membrane region, showing the various layers and their thickness. Membrane thickness is 2.65µm. A glass
platelet seals the air cavity under the membrane. (c) Microscope image of the membrane with the RR, taken
from below. Membrane size is 84µm×84µm.

In the underwater sensing situation, the membrane’s vibrational mode is excited by
acoustic waves of proper characteristics. The membrane vibrations induce time-periodic
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strain in the RR. This results in a modulation of the circumference L of the ring and the
effective index ne of the ring’s waveguide [17, 19]. These quantities determine the reso-
nance condition ne (λr )L = mλr (m is an integer), for which the ring resonates at reso-
nance wavelength λr . Thus, the acoustic waves induce a modulation of the resonance
wavelength of a magnitude proportional to the pressure of the waves. By interrogating the
sensor, the resonance-wavelength modulation can be obtained. This yields information
of the incident waves that is required for acoustic imaging applications.

The RR sensor is packaged for measuring the transmission at the drop port, implying
that sensing uses a resonance peak instead of a dip. This strongly simplifies the analytical
description of the output interrogation signals. The transmission to the drop port of our
sensor with identical directional couplers can be expressed as [20]

Tdrop(θ) =
(
1− r 2

)
a

1−2r 2a cosθ+ (
r 2a

)2 , (2.1)

where r and a are the self-coupling coefficient and single round-trip amplitude transmis-
sion, respectively. θ is the accumulated phase of the circulating mode for a single round
trip in the ring. Following the same line of reasoning as in [14] for a resonance dip, it can
be shown that Eq. 2.1 for wavelengths λ close to λr , i.e., at or close to resonance, can be
approximated by

Tdrop(λ) ≈ ε

1+ (λ−λr )2

(γr /2)2

. (2.2)

Here ε and γr are defined by, respectively

ε=
(
1− r 2

)2
a(

1− r 2a
)2 , (2.3)

γr =
λ2

r

(
1− r 2a

)
πng Lr

p
a

. (2.4)

The line shape of the transmission peak given by Eq. 2.2 is Lorentzian. ε is the maximum
transmission value. γr is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the transmission
peak. Obtained from characterization results, our RR sensors typically have γr ≈ 100pm.
The free spectral range of the RRs [FSR, with FSR = λ2

r /(ng L); ng is the group index] is
about 5 nm.

2.2.2. MEDIGATOR DESIGN
The MediGator comprises two main parts: the light source and the InP PIC. In interro-
gating the RR sensor, the light source is coupled to the input port of the RR, and the drop
port of the RR is coupled to the input of the PIC. A schematic of the MediGator is shown in
Figure 2.2.

The light source is designed to have a high power density, a proper bandwidth and
a tuning range exceeding the FSR of the RR. A high power density is needed for suffi-
cient S/N ratio of the MediGator output signals, in view of the narrow RR resonance peak
and transmission losses in the system, which is mainly due to fiber-chip connections.
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The light-source bandwidth should be large compared to γr and to the amplitude of the
resonance-wavelength modulation resulting from acoustic waves. Further, it should be
small compared to the FSR of the RR to enable selecting only a single resonance from
the sensor transmission spectrum by tuning the position of the source spectrum. The
requirement for the tuning range results from the limited control of the resonance wave-
length due to the fabrication variations. A tuning range exceeding the FSR always allows
centering the light-source spectrum at a resonance peak.

sensor transducer

AWG

tunable
   FBG

Er-doped
     �berWDM

pump laser
  1480 nm

polarization
controller

polarization
controller

MMI MMI

3 PDs 3 TIAs

data acq.
system

V1

V2

V3

MZI
InP PIC

TEC

TEC TEC

Figure 2.2: MediGator (left) and experimental setup (right). The MediGator comprises the tunable light source
of high brightness (upper part) and the photonic integrated circuit of MZI and PDs (lower part). Each PD is con-
nected to a TIA. (TEC, thermoelectric cooling; WDM, wavelength division multiplexer; FBG, fiber Bragg grating;
PIC, photonic integrated circuit; PD, photodetector; TIA, trans-impedance amplifier; AWG, arbitrary waveform
generator; MMI, multi-mode interferometer)

In more detail, the source has similarities with the Er-doped fiber lasers studied in
[21]. Here, however, we use light amplification based on a dual-pass configuration in-
stead of a real cavity (see Figure 2.2). The source is based on a 1480 nm Fabry-Perot pump
laser (Anritsu, AF4B125EA75L) with an internal thermoelectric cooler (TEC). The pump
laser is operated in continuous mode. Its light is coupled into an Er-doped fiber [Fiber-
core I-25 (980/125), length 3.5 m] using a wavelength division multiplexer (WDM, Thor-
labs, WD1450B). The 1480 nm light excites the Er ions, which partly decay by spontaneous
emission. The spontaneously emitted light in turn leads to stimulated emission by ex-
cited Er ions. Part of the fiber-guided spontaneously emitted spectrum reaches a tunable
FBG (AtGrating, chirped type, 10 mm long). The FBG reflects the spectrum back into the
fiber, where it induces further stimulated emission. As a result, a high brightness spectrum
dominated by stimulated emission and of a bandwidth determined by the FBG reflection
is coupled out from the fiber via the WDM. By stretching the FBG, the spectral position
is tunable. The FBG is chosen to have a bandwidth large enough compared to γr of the
transmission peak, to ensure that the peak remains within the source spectrum, even for
high modulation amplitudes. After the WDM the light passes a polarization controller for
setting the polarization in the optimum direction for the grating coupler of the RR, which
is designed for TE polarization. For further stability of the source, the temperature of the
pump laser and the FBG are also TEC regulated.
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The InP PIC of the MediGator was fabricated at SMART Photonics [22]. It is designed as
an MZI with a 2×2 MMI input, a 3×3 MMI output, and three photodetectors with a respon-
sivity of 0.85 A/W for the light of wavelengths between 1520 and 1570 nm (see Figure 2.2).
In operating the MediGator, at least two of the three outputs of the 3×3 MMI are non-zero.
This enables measuring very small phase changes when interrogating the sensor, as will
become apparent in Section 2.5. Since the chip of the PIC is very small (4mm×4.6mm), its
temperature can be properly stabilized using a TEC, on which the PIC is mounted. Thus,
environmental phase drift of the MZI, an issue for the fiber interrogator [14], is virtually
absent. Each photodetector output is connected to a trans-impedance amplifier (TIA,
Analog Devices, ADA4899-1) with a gain of 2.2 kV/A. Using a practical approach and as-
suming there is no loss, the wavelength-dependent power transmission TMZI,i (i = 1,2,3)
to the i th output of the 3×3 MMI is given by

TMZI,i (λ) ≈ 1

3

[
p +q cos

(
2π

FSR
λ+ϕi +ψe

)]
. (2.5)

In the ideal case p = q = 1, implying a fringe visibility q/p of unity as well. FSR is the free
spectral range of the MZI, which is virtually constant in a limited wavelength range. The
phase ϕi , with ϕi = 0◦,120◦ and 240◦(i = 1,2,3), are the phases introduced by the 3× 3
MMI.ψe represents the summation of the rest phase components that can be regarded as
constant within a small wavelength range.

2.3. INTERROGATION PROCEDURE AND MATCHING OF THE MEDI-
GATOR AND THE RING-RESONATOR SENSOR

2.3.1. INTERROGATION PROCEDURE
Using Eqs. 2.2 and 2.5 for the transmission of the RR and MZI, we calculate the Medi-
Gator outputs. For incident sinusoidal ultrasound waves of frequency f0, the resonance-
wavelength modulation is written as δ̃λr (t ) = δ0 sin

(
2π f0t

)
, where δ0 is the resonance-

wavelength modulation amplitude. We rewrite Eq. 2.2 as

Tdrop

(
λ, δ̃λr (t )

)
= ε

1+
(
λ−λr −δ̃λr (t )

)2

(γr /2)2

. (2.6)

Following the flow of the signals in Figure 2.2 and using the integrating property of the
photodetectors, the output of the three TIAs can be written as

Vi (δ̃λr (t )) =αPLS RphG
∫ ∞

0
Tdrop

(
λ, δ̃λr (t )

)
TMZI,i (λ)dλ . (2.7)

Here α represents the wavelength independent overall transmission coefficient of com-
ponents other than the RR and the MZI between the light source and photodetector. PLS

is the power density of the light source. Because γr is more than one order smaller than
the FBG bandwidth and δ0 in practice is below 50 pm, we approximate the light-source
spectrum as a constant. Rph is the responsivity of the photodetector and G is the gain of
the TIAs.
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We calculate the integral in Eq. 2.7 by contour integration in the complex plane, using
the residue theorem, to arrive at Vi given by:

Vi

(
δ̃λr (t )

)
= παPLS RphGεγr

6

{
p +qe−

πγr
FSR cos

[
2π

FSR

(
λr + δ̃λr (t )

)
+ϕi +ψe

]}
. (2.8)

The procedure to arrive at Eq. 2.8 is similar to the one in [14], but simpler, as a result of
using the drop-port transmission and the wide FBG bandwidth. The cosine in Eq. 2.8
has 2πδ0 sin

(
2π f0t

)
/FSR in its argument, leading to Bessel function expansions and har-

monics of frequency f0 [23]. The final result is that the cosine equals a linear combination
of an expansion in even harmonics and an expansion in odd harmonics. The prefactors
of the expansions are cos

(
2πλr /FSR+ϕi +ψe

)
and sin

(
2πλr /FSR+ϕi +ψe

)
, respectively.

In addition, a DC term is part of the expansion in even harmonics, which as a result of the
above prefactor depends on ϕi . The DC term and the term p in Eq. 2.8 add up to the total

DC signal contribution to Vi

(
δ̃λr (t )

)
.

Using the values of ϕi , two mutual orthogonal voltages Vx and Vy can be calculated
from the Vi :

Vx (t ) = 2V1 −V2 −V3 =
παPLS RphGεγr q

2
e−

πγr
FSR cos

[
2π

FSR

(
λr + δ̃λr (t )

)
+ψe

]
, (2.9)

Vy (t ) =p
3(V3 −V2) = παPLS RphGεγr q

2
e−

πγr
FSR sin

[
2π

FSR

(
λr + δ̃λr (t )

)
+ψe

]
. (2.10)

The phase modulation Φ(t ) induced by the acoustic waves can be retrieved from Vx and
Vy using the arctangent function:

Φ(t ) = tan−1
(

Vy

Vx

)
=Φ0 sin

(
2π f0t

)+∆Φ . (2.11)

Here Φ0 = 2πδ0/FSR is the phase-modulation amplitude and ∆Φ = 2πλr /FSR+ψe is a
phase offset.

Equations 2.8-2.11 suggest the following interrogation procedure. First, for a known
ultrasound pressure applied to the sensor, time traces of the signals Vi (t ) are measured.
Then, from these the orthogonal voltages Vx (t ) and Vy (t ) are constructed, leading to the
phase modulationΦ(t ). Applying fast Fourier transform (FFT) toΦ(t ) leads toΦ0 = 2πδ0/FSR,
from which finally δ0 is obtained.

2.3.2. MATCHING OF THE MEDIGATOR AND THE RING-RESONATOR SENSOR
The MediGator should be sensitive enough to detect a resonance-wavelength modulation
below 1 pm. GivenΦ0 = 2πδ0/FSR, a smaller FSR of the MZI leads to a higher phase mod-
ulation, i.e., a higher sensitivity. However, due to the exponential prefactor of the cosine
in Eq. 2.8, the oscillatory part of Vi strongly decreases with decreasing FSR. To answer the
question of the optimum matching of the MediGator and the RR sensor or equivalently the
combination of FSR and γr giving the maximum signal, we consider the FSR dependence
of the sensitivity of Vi to small changes of λr , i.e., the function

S =
∣∣∣∣ ∂Vi

∂λr

∣∣∣∣= παPLS RphGεγr q

6

2π

FSR
e−

πγr
FSR

∣∣∣∣sin

(
2π

FSR
λr +ϕi +ψe

)∣∣∣∣ . (2.12)
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To find the optimum FSR, we apply the condition ∂S/∂(FSR) = 0. In this, we treat the sine
function in Eq. 2.12 as a constant. This makes sense, since considering the FSR depen-
dence of |∂Vi /∂λr | [effectively done when considering ∂S/∂(FSR)] should not be affected
by a changing argument of the sine. Thus, the phase offset ∆Φ = 2πλr /FSR+ψe is con-
stant or λr keeps pace with a change of FSR, such that λr remains at the same phase po-
sition of TMZI,i . The condition ∂S/∂(FSR) = 0 then readily leads to the matching condition
FSR = π×γr . For γr ≈ 100pm (typical value of our RRs), this implies an optimum FSR of
about 314 pm.

To gain further insight in the signals Vi (t ) given by Eq. 2.8 and their FSR dependence,
we performed calculations using MATLAB [24]. We first calculate time traces Vi (t ), us-
ing the input parameters p = q = 1,λr = 1550nm,γr = 100pm,δ0 = 35pm, f0 = 1MHz
and FSR = π×γr (optimum matching). Figure 2.3(a) shows traces Vi (t ). To obtain these
Vi (t ) traces, we choose ψe in the argument of the cosine of Eq. 2.8 such that a minimum
of TMZI,1(λ) coincides with λr , or equivalently that sin

(
2πλr /FSR+ϕ1 +ψe

) = 0. This is
close to the real case in the interrogation experiments reported below. V2 and V3 in this
situation are the strongest signals of equal strength, both for the DC and AC component.
The latter component has a period of 1µs, corresponding to the ultrasound frequency f0.
V1 is dominated by frequency 2 f0, in agreement with the Bessel function expansions of
the cosine in Eq. 2.8 and the resonance coinciding with a minimum of TMZI,1(λ).
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Figure 2.3: Calculated output signals of the MediGator, for the interrogation situation specified in the text. (a)
Output signals Vi in the time domain. Signal V1 is dominated by the 2nd harmonic of the ultrasound frequency
f0 due to the alignment of the RR resonance wavelength to a minimum of the MZI transmission at output 1. (b)
Amplitude of the signals Vi as a function of the dimensionless ratio FSR/(πγr ). The signal amplitude cannot be
directly compared with the signal magnitude in (a) in view of the much weaker modulation amplitude.

The FSR dependence of the oscillatory component of Vi is obtained from traces as in
Figure 2.3(a), by calculating from these the amplitude as a function of FSR, in this case for
δ0 = 1pm, the required detection limit. In the sweep of FSR, we again maintain a constant
phase offset ∆Φ = 2πλr /FSR+ψe . The other parameters are kept as above. We calculate
the FSR dependence for 30 random values of ∆Φ in the range [0,2π] using MATLAB, to
check whether the general behavior of the FSR dependence depends on ∆Φ. This turns
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out to not be the case. A typical result is presented in Figure 2.3(b), for ∆Φ= 100.26◦. The
maximum of the three curves occurs for FSR/

(
π×γr

) = 1, in agreement with the above
analytical result for optimum matching. It follows that in practice a deviation from opti-
mum matching should be weak in view of the strong FSR dependence of the amplitude of
Vi , in particular for FSR values below the one for optimum matching.

2.4. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RING-RESONATOR SENSOR, THE

LIGHT SOURCE AND THE MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROME-
TER

Using the characteristics of the fabricated RR sensor, we arrived at the final design of the
MZI and the light source and then fabricated these MediGator components, of which we
present the characterization.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Transmission peak of the RR sensor. The red curve is a fit of Eq. 2.2 to the data points. (b) Emission
spectra of the MediGator light source. Straining of the FBG results in the observed red shift of the spectra, i.e., the
source is tunable. The spectra have a -3 dB bandwidth of 1.5 nm and a maximum power density of 9 dBm/nm.
The tuning range shown is 5.7 nm. (c) MZI transmission spectra of the three outputs Vi . The continuous curves
are fits of Eq. 2.5 to the experimental data, giving ϕi = 0◦, 121.1◦ and 242.7◦ (i = 1, 2, 3).
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The sensor is characterized from its optical transmission without applied ultrasound,
by sweeping the wavelength of a tunable laser (Santec, TSL-550, output power 0.5 mW,
step size 5 pm) coupled to the sensor input and by measuring the output power at the
sensor drop port with a photodetector (Newport, 1811-FC-AC). Between the laser and the
sensor a polarization controller (Thorlabs, FPC562) is used to set the optimum polariza-
tion for the grating coupler. In Figure 2.4(a) the resulting normalized transmission of the
peak centered at 1550.755 nm is plotted (this peak is used in the interrogation experiments
below), along with a fit of Eq. 2.2 to the data points. The fit describes the measured trans-
mission very well, leading to γr = 108.17pm. The FSR of the RR sensor is 5.02 nm.

Output spectra of the light source for a drive current of the pump laser of 600 mA (inter-
rogation conditions), measured with an OSA (Anritsu, MS9710C), are presented in Figure
2.4(b) as a function of the strain applied to the FBG. The measured spectra have a rather
flat top, decay steeply and show side lobes characteristic of the FBG reflection spectrum.
The power density and the spectral shape are virtually strain independent. The maximum
power density is approximately 9 dBm/nm, about one order of magnitude higher than for
a high end superluminescent diode emitting around 1550 nm [25]. The −3dB bandwidth
of the spectra is 1.5 nm, large compared to γr = 108.17pm and to changes of resonance
positions of a silicon RR due to typical environmental temperature variations occurring at
a rate of about 80 pm/K [5]. This ensures robust alignment of the source spectrum to the
resonance and a wide range of applicable resonance-wavelength modulations. In addi-
tion, the bandwidth is smaller than the FSR of the sensor. In Figure 2.4(b) we demonstrate
a tuning range of the source spectrum of 5.7 nm. This exceeds the FSR of the sensor. The
characteristics of the light source make it very suitable for actuating the sensor in the in-
terrogation situation.

The MZI is characterized from its transmission as well, also using the tunable laser
and external polarization controller to set the polarization for the PIC, which supposes TE
polarization. The three output voltages Vi of the MediGator are sampled using a data ac-
quisition system (based on National Instruments NI 5734, max. sampling rate 120 MSa/s).
We find that the acquisition system has stable DC offsets and the MediGator generates
constant DC voltages (offsets). These would be added to the DC components of the real
signal. We calibrate the DC offsets and subtract these from the measured transmission sig-
nals. This leads to the transmission functions in Figure 2.4(c), which at first glance show
an approximately 120◦ phase difference. This is confirmed by the phases ϕi = 0◦, 121.1◦

and 242.7◦ (i = 1,2,3) extracted from the fits of Eq. 2.5 to the measured transmission data,
which are plotted in Figure 2.4(c) as well. The three outputs each have a fringe visibility of
0.99.

From the transmission data we find that FSR=391.2 pm, to be compared with the de-
sign value π×γr = 340pm. We attribute the difference to fabrication variations. The ratio
FSR/(π×γr ) is 1.15, implying only a slight deviation from the optimum in Figure 2.3(b).

From transmission measurements of the MZI we find that its stability, judged from
wavelength drift of the transmission curves, amounts to 5 pm in a one hour time period in
the stable lab environment. This high stability results from temperature control with the
TEC. The temperature control also yields negligible drift of the three DC signals resulting
from the MZI transmission drift. These properties enable long time measurements with
the MediGator.
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2.5. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE MEDIGATOR

2.5.1. MEASUREMENT OF THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE SENSOR

For interrogation experiments, the frequency response of the sensor should be known.
We measure the frequency response using time-delay spectrometry [26]. We use the in-
terrogator setup of Figure 2.2, but replace the data acquisition system and arbitrary wave-
form generator (AWG) by a frequency spectrum analyzer (FSA, Rigol, DSA815-TG) and
its tracking generator, respectively. The sensor and a transducer (Olympus, V314-SU) are
coaxially mounted 240 mm apart on the opposite sides of a U-shaped frame in a water
tank (see Figure 2.2), giving a normal incidence of ultrasound onto the sensor. Using the
OSA we align the light-source spectrum to the resonance peak by tuning the FBG and then
couple the sensor drop port to the MZI via a polarization controller.

The tracking generator drives the transducer with a sine wave that is swept in fre-
quency and the MediGator signals Vi are sequentially measured by the FSA. The band-
width filter of the FSA (width 3 kHz) is swept at the same rate as the drive voltage, taking
into account the time delay of the acoustic waves between the transducer and the sensor.
The frequency is swept from 0.5 MHz to 1.5 MHz. For each Vi we average 50 individual
frequency sweeps to obtain the final results, which still include the transducer’s frequency
characteristic. From these we choose the result for output 3, which gives the highest sig-
nal. Among the three outputs, output 3 is closest to the maximum sensitivity according
to Eq. 2.12. The maximum resonance-modulation amplitude is 2.5 pm. By using such
small modulation, the second harmonic in V3 is negligible, which ensures an accurate
measurement. We measure the transducer’s frequency characteristic using a hydrophone
(Precision Acoustics, 1 mm) and correct for it, to obtain the normalized frequency re-
sponse of the sensor presented in Figure 2.5. The frequency response has its maximum
at 0.995 MHz, the frequency of the membrane’s lowest vibrational mode. The −6 dB band-
width, defined as the FWHM of the frequency response divided by the membrane funda-
mental resonance frequency, is 10.0%.
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Figure 2.5: The normalized frequency response of the RR sensor, giving the resonance frequency of 0.995 MHz.
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2.5.2. INTERROGATION EXPERIMENTS
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Figure 2.6: (a) Measured output signals Vi when interrogating the RR sensor. The applied pressure amplitude is
442.4 Pa. A strong 2nd harmonic is observed in V1. (b) Vx and Vy as a function of time, calculated from Vi in (a).
(c) Fourier transform of the three Vi for a pressure amplitude of 1.47 Pa. For V2 and V3, spikes at the ultrasound
frequency 0.995 MHz clearly stand out of the noise floor at this low pressure.

For the interrogation experiments, we use the complete setup in Figure 2.2. First, the
pressure of acoustic waves emitted by the transducer, driven by the AWG (Rigol, DG1022),
is calibrated using the hydrophone. As in the frequency response measurement, the light-
source spectrum is aligned to the sensor resonance. Then, acoustic waves of frequency
f0 = 0.995MHz, the resonance frequency of the membrane, are sent to the sensor. In this
situation traces Vi (t ) are measured, using a sampling frequency and measurement time
of 30 MHz and 50 ms, respectively. The traces are post-processed using the offset subtrac-
tion and noise reduction. For noise reduction we use Gaussian bandpass filters of 100 Hz
FWHM and centered at frequency f0 = 0.995MHz and its harmonics. Examples of time
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traces Vi (t ) are presented in Figure 2.6(a), for an ultrasound pressure of 442.4 Pa. The
measured traces Vi (t ) are close to the calculated traces in Figure 2.3(a). Compared to the
case of Figure 2.3(a), the RR resonance is located slightly to the right of the minimum of
TMZI,1, which gives V3 a larger amplitude but a lower DC component compared to V2. The
high degree of resemblance of the measured and calculated traces indicates that the in-
terrogator and the interrogation procedure work as predicted. From the Vi (t ) we obtain
Vx and Vy plotted in Figure 2.6(b). In Vx the second harmonic is also clearly visible. From
Vx and Vy and using Eq. 2.11, we extract δ0 = 34.2pm for this pressure.

In Figure 2.6(c) the Fourier transform spectra of Vi (t ) are presented for a pressure of
1.47 Pa, the lowest pressure used. Even at this pressure, signal spikes at 0.995 MHz about
two times higher than the noise floor are clearly discernible in the transforms of V2 and
V3, which is enough to extract the resonance-modulation amplitude. The signal in the
transform of V1 is below the noise level. The smallness of the latter signal is explained
from the resonance wavelength being close to a minimum of TMZI,1, as indicated before.
In that case, according to Eq. 2.12 the signal amplitude of V1 is very close to zero. The Vi (t )
for 1.47 Pa yield δ0 = 126fm. This value and the S/N ratio of about two indicate that the
MediGator is capable of detecting a modulation amplitude down to 100 fm.
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Figure 2.7: Amplitude of the resonance-wavelength modulation of the sensor as a function of the ultrasound
pressure, measured with the MediGator. The inset zooms in on the low pressure range. The line is a linear
fit to the MediGator data points. Its slope is the sensitivity, which amounts to 77.2 fm/Pa. For reference, re-
sults obtained with the modulation method are presented as well. The modulation method only agrees with the
MediGator approach below 150 Pa. Above this value the modulation method increasingly underestimates the
resonance-wavelength modulation.

Finally, we determine the sensitivity of the sensor, defined as ∂δ0/∂P , where P is the
pressure of the incident ultrasound. The sensitivity is obtained by interrogating the sen-
sor for 24 pressures in the range 1.47−442.4Pa and determining the related δ0 values. The
results are plotted in Figure 2.7, along with a linear fit to the data points. The plot shows ex-
cellent linearity of the relation between the pressure and the modulation amplitude across
the whole pressure range. The slope of the fitted line is 77.2 fm/Pa, which is the sensi-
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tivity. For comparison, we also determine the sensitivity using the modulation method
explained in Section 2.1, for which the results are shown in Figure 2.7 as well. Very good
agreement of the two methods is found for pressures below 150 Pa, leading to the same
sensitivity value for both methods. Above 150 Pa, however, the modulation-method points
lie increasingly below the MediGator points. This limitation of the modulation method
arises from the short linear flank of the transmission peak. We emphasize that the Medi-
Gator does not have this limitation, leading to high quality interrogation up to the highest
pressure used here, which is not limited by the MediGator itself.

2.6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We designed, fabricated and demonstrated an integrated photonics interrogator, called
MediGator, for interrogating a ring-resonator (RR) ultrasound sensor. The MediGator com-
prises i) a novel light source with proper bandwidth around 1550 nm, high power density
and large tuning range and ii) an InP Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with a free spec-
tral range matched to the sensor characteristic. Using its tunable FBG, the light-source
spectrum can always be aligned to a single resonance peak of the RR spectrum, the fea-
ture for ultrasound sensing. The sensor in the present interrogation demonstration has a
84µm×84µm square membrane, on which the RR is located, and works in the MHz range.
Our mathematical description of the signal flow in the MediGator and sensor, apart from
yielding matching of the MediGator to the sensor for maximum MZI outputs, leads to the
interrogation procedure applied in the experiments. Thanks to the small size of the in-
tegrated photonics MZI with the 3× 3 MMI output and photodetectors, its temperature
can be accurately regulated during long-time measurements for avoiding environmental
phase drift, an issue of our previous fiber MZI based interrogator.

Using the MediGator, we obtain the sensor’s acoustic frequency response, giving a res-
onance frequency of 0.995 MHz and a −6 dB bandwidth of 10.0%. Interrogation exper-
iments show high MediGator performance, reflected in ease of aligning the light source
to the RR resonance and high linearity of the plot of applied acoustic pressure versus
resonance-wavelength modulation. This results in a sensitivity of 77.2 fm/Pa of the sensor.
The minimum ultrasound pressure detected is 1.47 Pa, resulting after FFT of the measured
signals. Compared to the modulation method, the MediGator exhibits a two times larger
measurement range, which in the experiments is limited by the highest applied pressure
and not by the MediGator itself. In spite of one MediGator output signal accidentally being
rather close to zero as a result of the wavelength position of resonance peak, the MediGa-
tor operates very well, underlining the strength of using a 3× 3 MMI at the MZI output.
Summarizing, the primary merits of the MediGator are ease of operation, temperature ro-
bustness, low detection limit, large measurement range, compactness and cost effective,
making the instrument very suitable for interrogating the RR ultrasound sensor.

Further improving the S/N ratio and enabling even lower detection limit are possible
through several methods: improving the fiber-chip coupling, adding second-stage ampli-
fiers after the TIAs, and further shielding of the MediGator for noise from the environ-
ment. We envision that real-time interrogation of the RR ultrasound sensor can be real-
ized by implementing real-time signal filtering and processing to obtain the resonance-
wavelength modulation. In addition, the architecture of the MZI chip can be adapted for
interrogating an array of RR sensors by adding arrayed waveguide gratings or cascaded
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MZIs for multiplexing and demultiplexing [27, 28]. Finally, we note that owing to the tem-
perature stabilization of the crucial parts of the MediGator, it can also interrogate RR sen-
sors (not limited silicon ones) for sensing of signals slower than induced by ultrasound
waves. This makes the MediGator highly versatile.
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3
ON-CHIP SILICON MACH-ZEHNDER

INTERFEROMETER SENSOR FOR

ULTRASOUND DETECTION

A highly sensitive ultrasound sensor based on an integrated photonics Mach–Zehnder in-
terferometer (MZI) fabricated in silicon-on-insulator technology is reported. The sensing
spiral is located on a membrane of size 121µm×121µm. Ultrasound waves excite the mem-
brane’s vibrational mode, which translates to modulation of the MZI transmission. The
measured sensor transfer function is centered at 0.47 MHz and has a −6 dB bandwidth of
21.2%. The sensor sensitivity is linear in the optical input power and reaches a maximum
0.62 mV/Pa, which is limited by the interrogation method. At 0.47 MHz and for an optical
power of 1.0 mW the detection limit is 0.38 mPa/Hz1/2 and the dynamic range is 59 dB. The
MZI’s gradual transmission function allows a wide range of wavelength operation points.
This strongly facilitates sensor use and is promising for applications.

This chapter is based on: B. Ouyang, Y. Li, M. Kruidhof, R. Horsten, K. W. A. van Dongen, and J. Caro, On-chip
silicon Mach-Zehnder interferometer sensor for ultrasound detection, Optics Letters 44 (2019), pp. 1928-1931.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

Integrated photonics, an enabling technology for many application fields, has widely per-
vaded photonic sensing [1, 2], with applications in environmental, chemical, and biomed-
ical sensing. Important advantages of integrated photonics sensors are their small size,
mass producibility, low cost, and electromagnetic immunity. Ring resonators (RRs) and
Mach–Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) are very sensitive sensors in various contexts [1, 2]
and have a simple waveguide architecture. The sensor signal of these devices results from
a refractive index change of the waveguide section responding to the agent to be sensed.
For RR sensors, the signal is a shift of the well-separated and sharp resonance peaks, while
for the MZIs it is a shift of the continuous sinusoidal transmission spectrum. The MZI goes
back to the pioneering work of Zehnder [3] and Mach [4] on free space optics interferom-
eters, that can be used for sensing of macroscopic samples. Integrated photonics versions
of MZIs have also been realized in photonic crystals, using self-collimation of light [5],
where the ratio of the two MZI outputs is the sensing signal.

Recently, RRs made in polymer and silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platforms have been
used to sense ultrasound [6–9]. For the polymer RRs, located on a rigid substrate, the op-
toelastic effect leads to ultrasound induced resonance-wavelength modulation. In [6] a
polymer RR sensor is demonstrated for ultrasound in the range 1−75MHz, giving a lowest
measurable pressure (noise equivalent pressure, NEP) of 21.4 Pa. Polymers with a higher
refractive index are suggested for bending radii below 20µm. In [7] an all-optical pho-
toacoustic imaging is presented using a polymer RR sensor. The RR sensor in SOI [8, 9]
developed at our department is located on a membrane sensitive to ultrasound waves,
such that periodic membrane deflection at the ultrasound frequency leads to the sensor
signal via transduction to the RR. This sensor has a high sensitivity owing to a high quality
factor and a NEP as small as 0.4 Pa. Interrogating the sensor requires some care in view
of the limited predictability of the quality factor and the resonance wavelengths due to
inherent variability of the fabrication and nonlinear effects already occurring at moderate
optical power, leading to bistability of the resonances [10].

An MZI sensor for static gas pressures, also based on the membrane principle, is re-
ported in [11]. An MZI optical microphone is demonstrated in [12] for acoustic waves in
air up to 20 kHz, i.e., limited to frequencies of human hearing. For waveguides fabricated
in SOI, on a rigid substrate and inserted in the arms of a fiber-based MZI, the effect of
polarization and waveguide dimensions on the sensitivity of ultrasound detection is ana-
lyzed in [13].

Here, we present a robust on-chip MZI sensor for ultrasound, fabricated in CMOS
compatible SOI technology. The sensing spiral of the MZI is located on a square SiO2

membrane, designed to mechanically resonate at MHz frequencies in water. With our MZI
sensor we achieve considerable extension of the frequency-operation range compared to
the ranges in [11, 12], in particular reaching frequencies for ultrasound imaging. An MZI
does not exhibit nonlinear effects up to relatively high optical power, which is helpful for
the sensitivity. As for interrogating the sensor, it is very advantageous that its transmission
characteristic is gradual, instead of sharp as it is for a RR. This allows a wide wavelength-
operation range, facilitating sensor use and making it robust.
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3.2. SENSOR DESIGN AND FABRICATION
Figure 3.1(a) shows a schematic of the MZI sensor. Laser light of telecom wavelengths
is guided towards two spiral-shaped waveguide arms of different length via a 50:50 mul-
timode interferometer (MMI), using an input grating coupler (GC). The light leaving the
arms is combined in a 2×2 MMI and coupled out by two other GCs. The sensing arm is
located on a square membrane, acting as a mechanical resonator with a resonance fre-
quency in the MHz range. The reference arm is on the intact substrate.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of the MZI ultrasound sensor. (b) Cross section of the membrane region. A glass platelet
seals the air cavity under the membrane. (c) Microscope image of the sensing region, showing the spiral on the
membrane. Membrane diameter is 121µm×121µm. The dense non-photonic structures outside the membrane
are the so-called tiling. (d) Normalized transmission spectrum of the MZI sensor. The transmission includes the
effect of the grating coupler, which explains the decreasing amplitude with increasing wavelength. At operation
wavelength λ0 the peak-to-peak transmission modulation ∆T resulting from an ultrasound pulse is indicated.

MZIs as in Figure 3.1(a) were fabricated at IMEC through the Europractice MPW ser-
vice on a CMOS compatible SOI platform [220 nm Si layer, 2µm buried oxide (BOX)]. The
waveguides of the MZI arms are 450 nm wide. Sensors result after post-processing steps.
The first step is thinning down the wafer to 250µm. After dicing, a 0.5µm thick SiO2 layer is
deposited as waveguide cladding by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition on the
chip level. Then, by low pressure chemical vapor deposition on both chip sides a 0.15µm
thick Si3N4 layer is deposited, to act as mask in the etch to follow. On the backside, a square
centered at the sensing spirals is opened in the Si3N4 layer, using optical lithography and
reactive ion etching in a fluorine based plasma. Then, a membrane of total thickness of
2.65µm is created under the spiral by locally removing the Si substrate in a KOH etch,
using the BOX layer as etch stop. This crystallographic etch yields the typical truncated
pyramidal hole shown in Figure 3.1(b). The size of the square opened in the Si3N4 mask
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gives accurate control of the membrane size, which in the present case is 121µm×121µm.
In packaging, the chip is glued on a glass platelet. Thus, in water the membrane is water
loaded on one side and air loaded on the other side. To couple light into and out of the
chip in water, fibers with a reflective coating on a polished angled facet are glued on the
input and output GCs using UV curable glue. A schematic cross section of the membrane
region and a microscope image of the sensor are presented in Figure 3.1(b) and 3.1(c),
respectively. As can be seen in Figure 3.1(c), the membrane is accurately aligned to the
spiral. The membrane size is controlled to just cover the spiral. The length of the spiral is
4.5 mm, making the MZI very sensitive for sensing ultrasound waves.

The operation of the MZI sensor is of optomechanical nature. Ultrasound waves of
proper characteristics incident on the membrane excite its vibrational mode, giving time-
periodic strain of the spiral waveguide according to the profile and amplitude of the mode.
This leads to modulation of the spiral length and, due to the optoelastic effect, of the ef-
fective index of the spiral waveguide. These, in turn, translate to phase modulation of the
guided mode arriving at the combiner MMI and thus to a modulation of the MZI output
power at constant operation wavelength λ0. The amplitude of the phase modulation of
the arriving mode is

∆ϕ
(
λ0,Ls ,L∗

s

)= 2π

λ0

(∫
L∗

s

n∗
e (λ0, l )dl −

∫
Ls

ne (λ0, l )dl

)
, (3.1)

where ne
(
n∗

e

)
and Ls

(
L∗

s

)
are the effective index and length of the spiral on the strainless

(maximally strained) membrane.
The MZI sensor is first characterized from its optical transmission without applied ul-

trasound, by sweeping the wavelength of a tunable laser (Santec, TSL-210, step size 10 pm)
coupled to its input and by measuring the output power with a photodetector (Newport,
1811-FC-AC). A resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 3.1(d), normalized to its maximum.
The spectrum properly shows the expected oscillations, while the smaller amplitude at
1551 nm results from the GC transmission. We fit the following function to the normalized
measured transmission

T (λ) = (aλ+b)

[
1

2
cos

(
2π

λ

FSR
+Φ(t )

)
+ 1

2

]
, (3.2)

where the factor in square brackets is the MZI transmission and (aλ+b) is the first order
approximation of the GC transmission in the relevant range. λ is the wavelength and FSR
is the MZI free spectral range. The time dependence of the phaseΦ(t ) applies when ultra-
sound waves induce a modulation term, as a result of the phase modulation related to Eq.
3.1. The fit, also shown in Figure 3.1(d), gives FSR = 1.13 nm, corresponding to an OPD of
2.13 mm.

3.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF THE

SENSOR

3.3.1. TRANSFER FUNCTION
The sensing properties of the sensor are determined with the setup shown in Figure 3.2(a).
The sensor and a piezo-transducer (Olympus, V318-SU) are coaxially mounted 230 mm
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apart on the opposite sides of a U-shaped frame, which is submerged in a water tank. The
ultrasound waves impinge perpendicularly upon the membrane. An arbitrary waveform
generator (Agilent, 33521A) applies Gaussian modulated sinusoidal voltage pulses to the
transducer to obtain acoustic pressure pulses in the time domain given by

p(t ) = p0 exp

[
−

(
t −τd

N /
(
2 f0

) )2]
sin

(
2π f0t

)
. (3.3)
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for characterizing the MZI sensor (TL, tunable laser; PD, pho-
todetector; AWG, arbitrary waveform generator; DMM, digital multimeter; ADC, analog-to-digital converter).
(b) Time response of the sensor to a Gaussian ultrasound pulse centered at 0.47 MHz, for a maximum sensitivity
operation wavelength discussed in the text related to Eq. 3.4. (c) Normalized transfer function of the sensor,
obtained with an input power of 1.0 mW.

Here p0, τd and f0 are the pressure amplitude, delay time, and center frequency of the
pulse, respectively, and N is about half the number of cycles in the envelope. N deter-
mines the frequency bandwidth of the pulse. We choose N = 10, to have a narrow band-
width pulse. The sensor is actuated by the tunable laser set at an operation wavelength
and a constant power, also aligning the polarization with a polarization controller (Thor-
labs, FPC562) for maximum GC transmission. The average optical power transmitted by
the MZI is monitored at the DC output of the photodetector to keep track of effects due
to environmental temperature drift. The resulting wavelength drift of transmission curves
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as in Figure 3.1(d) is found within ≈ 10 pm in the experiments reported below. The pho-
todetector’s AC output, representing the sensor response to incident acoustic pulses, is
recorded by a 14-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC, Spectrum, M3i4142-exp).

A typical time response of the sensor to a pulse given by Eq. 3.3 is shown in Figure
3.2(b), for p0 = 32.2 Pa, an input power of 1.0 mW and f0 = 0.47 MHz (the membrane’s
resonance frequency; see below). The response closely mimics the Gaussian excitation
pulse, with the addition of a tail, due to ringing down of the resonance.

To obtain the sensor transfer function, i.e., the sensor signal as a function of frequency
f at constant amplitude p0, time responses as in Figure 3.2(b) are measured by sweeping
f0 from 0.25 to 0.75 MHz with 0.01 MHz step size. At each frequency the actual response
is obtained as an average of 500 individual responses. The maximum of the signal en-
velop [see Figure 3.2(b)], calculated from the Hilbert transform of the response, is taken
as the sensor signal. We correct for the transducer’s frequency characteristic, measured
using a hydrophone (Precision Acoustics, 1 mm). In Figure 3.2(c) we present the result-
ing normalized transfer function, which shows two resonance line shapes. The dominant
resonance has its maximum at 0.47 MHz and corresponds to the membrane’s lowest vi-
brational mode. We speculate that the much weaker sub-resonance at 0.32 MHz arises
from a mode related to perturbation of the bare membrane by the dense spiral.

3.3.2. SENSITIVITY
The sensitivity of the sensor at the transfer-function maximum of 0.47 MHz is the next
function to determine. We define the wavelength dependent sensitivity as

S(λ) =αIin

∣∣∣∣dT

dp

∣∣∣∣=αIin

∣∣∣∣dT

dλ

dλ

dp

∣∣∣∣≈αIin

∣∣∣∣dT

dϕ

∆ϕ

∆p

∣∣∣∣ , (3.4)

where α represents the overall loss and gain, Iin is the optical input power, and p is the
incident ultrasound pressure. ∆ϕ is given by Eq. 3.1. ∆p is the change with respect to
zero pressure and, thus, equals p. For small p, the response is expected linear, and both
dλ/dp and ∆ϕ/∆p are constant. Thus, at contact pressure the sensitivity is proportional
to Iin and to |dT /dλ|. The time response in Figure 3.2(b) is for operational wavelength
λ0 = 1549.59 nm [indicated in Figure 3.1(d)], where |dT /dλ| and, thus, the sensitivity are
maximum.

The sensitivity is obtained by first measuring the time response for 33 pressure ampli-
tudes of the Gaussian pulse in the range 0.77–341 Pa (maximum pressure 341 Pa limited
by voltage range of ADC card, not by the sensor itself; amplitudes calibrated with the hy-
drophone) and this for 6 optical powers up to 1.0 mW actuating the sensor. The sensor’s
averaged time response is bandpass filtered (0.1–1.1 MHz, Tukey window) for noise reduc-
tion outside the range of interest. The results, presented in Figure 3.3(a), along with fitted
straight lines, clearly show linear behavior of the signal amplitude (i.e., maximum of en-
velope of time response) versus pressure down to the lowest pressure. This confirms that
we indeed are working in the linear response regime. A high degree of linearity is also seen
in the plot of the sensitivity versus optical input power in Figure 3.3(b), where according
to Eq. 3.4 plotted sensitivity values equal the slopes of the lines in Figure 3.3(a). The sen-
sitivity ranges from 0.31 to 0.62 mV/Pa. As a result of these high values, we can measure
acoustic pressures down to 0.77 Pa with a high resolution.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Sensor–signal amplitude as a function of the amplitude of the acoustic pressure pulse, for different
optical input powers. The lines are linear fits to the data points. Inset: zoom-in of the low pressure range. (b)
Sensor sensitivity as a function of optical input power. Again, the line is a linear fit. (c) Root-mean-square noise
(blue) and noise equivalent pressure (red) as a function of optical input power.

The lowest measurable acoustic pressure or NEP, is obtained as the root-mean-square
(RMS) noise divided by the sensitivity. To obtain the dependence of the NEP on optical
power, we record time traces of the photodetector output for 0.5 ms after each data set
of Figure 3.3(a) for a specific power, without applying ultrasound and averaging, but with
using the bandpass filter. 0.5 ms is the same measuring period as used for a single time
response contributing to data points in Figure 3.3(a). Thus, noise traces are taken under
the conditions of the acoustic measurements. As shown in Figure 3.3(c), the RMS noise
increases from 0.194 to 0.237 mV in the range of applied powers. This behavior mainly
results from increasing amplification of the intrinsic sensor noise with increasing power.
The noise increase is weaker than the sensitivity increase, causing a notable NEP decrease
with increasing power [see Figure 3.3(c)]. For an input power of 1.0 mW, the NEP is 0.38
Pa, corresponding to a detection limit of 0.38 mPa/Hz1/2.

As a final experiment, we test the prediction of the wavelength dependence of the sen-
sitivity in Eq. 3.4. We follow the same procedure as used for acquiring the sensitivities in
Figure 3.3(b). Operation wavelengths are in the range 1549.30−1550.68 nm, with a 0.06
nm increment, thus covering one FSR of the MZI transmission. The optical input power
is 1.0 mW. The results are plotted in Figure 3.4 as normalized sensitivity, along with the
absolute value of the derivative of the fitted transmission curve in Figure 3.1(d). Excellent
agreement of experiment and prediction is observed. The sensor is robust with respect
to possible wavelength misalignment to a maximum sensitivity point, as this can be com-
pensated by simply increasing the optical power without inducing nonlinear effects (see
below). The wide FWHM of the sensitivity branches (≈ 400pm), compared to a FWHM
≈ 100pm for Si RR sensors [8, 9] is of additional help here.
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Figure 3.4: Wavelength dependence of the sensor sensitivity. The data points agree excellently with the predic-
tion given by Eq. 3.4.

3.4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Having reported the experimental results, we now discuss several remaining aspects.

As for the transfer function, specific applications, e.g., photoacoustic imaging [14],
may require its frequencies at several MHz and a larger bandwidth. This can be realized
with modified membrane designs. The membrane-resonance frequency scales with h/d 2

[15], where h and d are the thickness and side of the square membrane, respectively. A
frequency increase of 10 times thus can be easily achieved. To increase the bandwidth,
the membrane can be made lossy by depositing a polymer layer on it. These adaptations
go at the cost of sensitivity, which can be compensated by increasing the optical power.

The sensitivity of the sensor can be increased as follows. A first way is creating a
stronger strain response to pressure. This also involves membrane redesign, now a thinner
and larger membrane, which counteracts possible requirements for the transfer function.
A larger membrane also offers a second way, namely a longer spiral, which adds to the
sensitivity via ∆ϕ (see Eq. 3.1). Finally, one can simply increase the optical power, as sug-
gested by Eq. 3.4 and Figure 3.3(b). With an MZI not being a resonator, unlike a RR, there
is no field enhancement. Thus, higher powers may be applied to the MZI without show-
ing nonlinear effects. The maximum optical input power of 1.0 mW used here will already
induce nonlinear effects in a Si RR sensor [10].

Combining the minimum NEP of 0.38 Pa and the maximum pressure of 341 Pa yields
a dynamic range of 59 dB, which is appreciable. The trend for the NEP in Figure 3.3(c)
and the option to strongly increase the optical power indicate that the NEP can be further
decreased and the dynamic range can be further increased. In addition, it is possible to
use higher pressures than 341 Pa.
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In conclusion, we demonstrate an on-chip MZI ultrasound sensor, fabricated in SOI
technology. The sensing spiral is located on a 121µm×121µm membrane, of which the
mechanical resonance is excited by ultrasound waves around 0.47 MHz. The mechanical
vibrations induce optical transmission modulation, thus defining the sensor signal. As the
MZI transmission function is gradual, a wide wavelength-operation range is possible. We
envision that a common distributed feedback laser as light source, the MZI sensor, and a
photodetector can be integrated into a handheld single unit. The sensor transfer function,
centered at 0.47 MHz, has a −6 dB bandwidth of 21.2%. We reach a maximum sensitivity
of 0.62 mV/Pa and a dynamic range of 59 dB. In our measurements, the detection limit is
0.38 mPa/Hz1/2. We indicate how each sensor quality can be tailored and improved. Re-
designing the membrane properties and increasing the optical power are important and
readily attainable means for this. The combination of its merits make this on-chip MZI
ultrasound sensor very promising for various applications, e.g., all-optical photoacoustic
imaging.

3.5. ADDENDUM: MEMBRANE BUCKLING EFFECT
The active part of the MZI sensor for ultrasound detection presented in this chapter is the
MZI spiral located on the membrane. As discussed, the membrane of the sensor is fab-
ricated on SOI material. Figure 3.5 again shows the schematic cross section of the mem-
brane region, including part of the substrate. The SOI wafer used in the fabrication process
is a 200 mm wafer of thickness around 725µm, which was thinned down to 250µm using
grinding and polishing after the fabrication at IMEC and before membrane formation in
the Kavli Nanolab Delft.

Si structure

SiN     0.15 μm
SiO2     0.5 μm

SiN     0.15 μm

Si        250 μm

SiO2     2 μm

glass  600 μm

air

water

Figure 3.5: Cross section of the membrane region, showing the layered structure of the membrane, along with
the supporting silicon substrate.

The fabrication process of SOI wafers includes a thermal oxidation step of silicon to
create what becomes the buried oxide (BOX) layer. This step is performed at high temper-
ature 1. After oxidation, the strain of the SiO2 layer at room temperature is compressive. In
the process of wafer bonding and in the subsequent steps of the SOI wafer fabrication, the

1The process is not disclosed by IMEC. Thus, a reliable estimate of the built-in strain cannot be made.
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compressively strained SiO2 layer is transferred to the silicon handle wafer (substrate),
thus maintaining compressive strain in the BOX layer and tensile strain in the substrate
and the silicon device layer. Small warpage of the SOI wafer results, to which the device
layer gives only a small contribution due to its small thickness (220 nm). Local complete
removal of the substrate under the BOX for membrane creation gives rise to strain relax-
ation of the oxide layer and strain increase of the device layer, and thus to membrane
buckling. Buckling effects of membranes fabricated on SOI material have been studied
already [16, 17].
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Figure 3.6: Result of an AFM measurement of a dummy membrane with the same layered structure as that of the
membrane of the MZI sensor. The regular small scale structure is the tiling etched into the device layer. (a) The
middle part of the membrane. (b) The single quadrant of the entire membrane region.
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In fabricating the photonic structures, the integrity of the device layer gets lost. There-
fore, without further deposition of layers on the chip with photonic structures, the buck-
ling of the resulting membrane of the sensor would almost completely be determined by
the silicon-oxide layer. In fabricating the actual sensor, however, two additional layers are
deposited using plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) and low pressure
chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD), as shown in Figure 3.5. These are a 500 nm thick
SiO2 layer (PECVD, Tdep = 300◦C, resulting in compressive strain in this layer at 20 ◦C)
and a 150 nm thick Si3N4 layer (LPCVD, Tdep = 850◦C, resulting in tensile strain in this
layer at 20 ◦C). These additional layers will contribute to the internal stress of the layered
structure that later becomes the membrane. In Figure 3.6 two atomic force microscope
(AFM) images are presented of a 121µm×121µm dummy membrane with the same lay-
ered structure as that of the membrane of the MZI sensor. The images show the middle
part and a single quadrant of the square membrane, due to the limited scan field of the
AFM. From the image of the membrane middle part, we see the buckling mode of the
membrane has the symmetry of a square, as expected. Therefore, the single quadrant of
the membrane can represent the buckling situation of the entire membrane. It is seen
that the membrane is buckled downwards. From the figures, a defection amplitude of the
buckling mode of 2.24µm is obtained.

The mechanical properties of the membrane are influenced by its internal stress and
buckling. For example, the stiffness of a membrane increases with increasing buckling,
an effect used to increase the operation range of DC pressure sensors built in the SOI plat-
form, which use the principle of membrane deflection [18]. In this spirit, it is expected that
the properties for sensing of ultrasound are also affected by the buckling. For instance, the
vibrational modes will be influenced by the buckling, leading to a membrane-resonance
frequency different from that of the corresponding unbuckled membrane. Confirmation
of this is found from the simulations in [19]. The deflection amplitude of the vibrational
mode in response to ultrasound depends on the initial stress level [19]. The latter effect
means a difference in sensitivity of the sensor, whether it is based on an MZI or a ring res-
onator (RR), as in Chapter 2. In addition, even for a buckled membrane, the sensitivity of
the sensor is different for the buckled-up case and the buckled-down case, since the device
layer is not in the middle of the membrane. To have better control of acoustical proper-
ties of the sensor, the mechanical properties of each layer need to be known in detail for
manipulating the internal stress of the membrane. Since the stress of the membrane is
currently dominated by the compressive stress of the SiO2 layer, a Si3N4 layer with a high
tensile stress can be used to replace the current Si3N4 layer of the membrane for stress
compensation. The thickness of this layer, however, is limited to about 200 nm, the crit-
ical thickness beyond which layer cracking occurs due to the relaxation of strain in this
layer. In this case, the lower SiO2 layer can be thinned down to decrease the compressive
stress. Membranes with fully strain-balanced layered structures can be obtained using
the proper thickness of each layer. Through controlling the lateral membrane dimension,
the thickness and the mechanical properties of each layer, the resonance frequency and
sensitivity of the sensor can be tailored to meet the specific requirement of certain appli-
cations.

Apart from the sensor characteristics reported in this chapter, another important prop-
erty is the directivity function of the sensor. This is the dependence of the sensor signal,
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normalized to the signal for normal incidence, on the direction of the incident ultrasound
under the condition of constant distance between source and sensor. The direction is de-
fined as the angle θ between the normal to the membrane plane and the direction of in-
cidence. We performed preliminary measurements of the directivity of the MZI sensor. In
the experiment, the directivity is measured in a water tank by rotating an ultrasound trans-
ducer on a semicircle that is centered at the stably positioned sensor (the sensor plane is
vertical) and that is in the horizontal plane through the axis of the membrane. The axis
of the transducer’s central lobe (which is much wider than the membrane) points to the
membrane for each angle setting. This means that the emission profile of the source is not
involved in the measurement results. The distance between the transducer and the sensor
is such that the sensor is located in the far field of the transducer. The sensor signal was
measured on the semicircle for angles θ =±n × (2 degrees ), with n = 0,1,2, ...,45.
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Figure 3.7: Directivity of the MZI sensor. The sensor signal is the maximum of the envelop of the pulse measured
in the optical transmission of the sensor.

In Figure 3.7 an example is given of the measured directivity of the sensor. It is close
to symmetric around zero degrees, as expected, but shows a strong oscillatory depen-
dence on the angle, with a signal decrease of up to -25 dB at θ = ±66 degrees. A local
minimum occurs at zero degrees, which means that the strain induced in the MZI as a
result of the membrane vibration has a local minimum for perpendicularly incident ul-
trasound. This overall behavior is contrary to the expectation for an ideal (i.e., strain free
and flat) clamped square membrane of a size much smaller than the acoustic wavelength.
The directivity of the ideal membrane can be predicted using reciprocity. According to
reciprocity, the directivity of an ultrasound sensor can be approximated by the directivity
of an ultrasound source of similar characteristics, which then can be modeled using the
various piston models in the literature [20]. The shape and size of the oscillating piston
surface are equal to those of the membrane. For the operation regime of our sensor, de-
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fined by ka ¿ 1 (k = 2π/λ, λ=acoustic wavelength= 3200µm and a = half the membrane
side = 60µm), the piston models produce a completely smooth directivity that only decays
weakly from unity for larger angles [20] . This is completely different from what is observed
for the sensor. Roughly, for θ in the range (−60,60) degrees one may see a constant aver-
age directivity in Figure 3.7, but this leaves unexplained the strong oscillatory behavior
and the local minimum at zero degrees. The occurrence of buckling of the membrane and
the dense MZI spiral buried under the two layers constitute the main difference between
the fabricated membranes and equivalent ideal membranes. This makes it plausible that
the origin of the peculiar directivity can be found in the buckling effect, while possibly the
dense buried spiral has an influence as well. To make this a hard conclusion, further work
on the directivity is needed. An important experimental check then is measuring the di-
rectivity of a sensor with a membrane based on the fully strain-balanced layered structure
discussed above.
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4
SILICON RING RESONATORS WITH A

FREE SPECTRAL RANGE ROBUST TO

FABRICATION VARIATIONS

We propose a design method for silicon ring resonators (RRs) with a free spectral range (FSR)
insensitive to fabrication variations. Two waveguide-core widths are used in the RR, with
opposite signs of the group-index derivative with respect to the width. This results in cancel-
lation of the width-dependent FSR changes. The systematic deviation of the realized width
from the design width is determined, and is used for calibrating the calculated relation of
group index versus width. This enables a more accurate FSR value and well-aimed robust
performance. We present two robust design examples. Experimental results match well
with the predictions. For the deliberately introduced ±10nm core-width change, the FSR
variation of the robust designs is only about 30% of the value measured from the RR with a
single core width. This design method can be used to improve the performance of photonic
integrated circuits using multiple RRs. As the FSR of a RR is not easily tunable, the robust
design is beneficial to applications where an accurate FSR is required, such as in microwave
photonics.

This chapter is based on: B. Ouyang, Y. Xing, W. Bogaerts, and J. Caro, Silicon ring resonators with a free spectral
range robust to fabrication variations, Optics Express 27 (2019), pp. 38698-38707.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
Silicon photonics has become a highly promising platform for photonic integrated cir-
cuits (PICs). Benefiting from a high refractive index contrast and a CMOS compatible fab-
rication process, silicon photonics enables a small device footprint, high-density packing,
large-scale integration, and high-volume, low-cost production. However, the strong light
confinement of silicon photonics and the nanometer-scale dimensions of the photonic
structures also lead to high sensitivity of device properties to waveguide-width variations
inherent to the fabrication process [1]. As a result, the performance of the PIC will devi-
ate from the designed one. With the upscaling of PICs, the performance deviations can
accumulate and get more severe rapidly, ruining the functionality. The width variations
of the waveguide core result from inherent variations of various steps in the fabrication
process, e.g., lithography dose and etch rate, making these variations unavoidable. Even
for a well-developed silicon photonics foundry, the fabricated core width can have tens
of nanometers systematic deviation from the design value, with notable variations across
the wafer superimposed on the systematic deviations [2–4]. Therefore, robust optimiza-
tion methods for minimizing the effects of variability in the phase of the PIC design are
crucial for further developing silicon photonics [5].

Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) and ring resonators (RRs) are commonly used
silicon photonic devices. Fabrication tolerant design of silicon MZIs with a robust peak-
wavelength positioning has already been reported [6]. By utilizing different widths for
the two arms of the MZI, width-variation induced effective index changes can be com-
pensated, enabling a wavelength shift of < 60 pm per nm width variation [6]. Similar ap-
proaches have been used for making thermally robust MZIs [7–10], again taking advantage
of the two optical paths.

Unlike MZIs, RRs have only a single optical path. So, the method used for MZIs can-
not be used to make the RR resonance wavelength insensitive to fabrication variations.
Therefore, the resonance wavelength is, in practice, often tuned thermally after fabrica-
tion [11]. Another important RR quantity is the free spectral range (FSR), which is in-
fluenced by waveguide-width variations as well. Accurate control of the FSR is needed
in many applications. For example, the channel spacing of wavelength filters and wave-
length division multiplexers [12–15] based on RRs relies on the FSR. The channel spacing
of such devices can go down to 25 GHz in telecom applications in the C-band, where high
channel-spacing accuracy is needed. In microwave photonic applications, the FSR of the
RR can be used to select carrier frequencies [16], requiring large rings with an accurate
FSR. Further, the RR is a basic component of programmable PICs [17]. When these pro-
grammable PICs become large, it is important to have control of the FSR of RRs across the
entire chip. The thermal tunability of the FSR is rather limited. Therefore, there is a clear
need for a design method that yields a robust, well-controlled FSR for silicon RRs.

Here, we propose and demonstrate a design method for silicon RRs with an FSR robust
to fabrication variations. The method is based on using two waveguide widths in the RR
with opposite signs of ∂ng /∂w (ng = group index, w = core width), resulting in cancellation
of the effect of fabrication-induced width variations on the FSR. For the design of robust
RRs according to our method, we derive a design rule and calibrate the design inputs us-
ing our experimental determination of the systematic width deviation. We successfully
test the design method, both numerically and experimentally, by comparison with results
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from RRs designed in the normal way, i.e., with a single waveguide width. This method
does not require adjustment of the fabrication process. Our method is another example
of a generic design approach that exploits cancellation effects used in MZIs [6–10]. To our
knowledge, this is the first time that in a RR cancellation effects using two waveguides are
exploited.

4.2. DESIGN METHOD

4.2.1. RING-RESONATOR DESIGN WITH A ROBUST FREE SPECTRAL RANGE
The FSR of a RR with a single waveguide width, expressed as frequency difference, is given
by

FSR f =
c

ng L
. (4.1)

Here, c is the speed of light in vacuum. L is the circumference of the RR. Within a first
order approximation of the dispersion and expressed as a wavelength difference, the FSR
equals

FSRλ =
λ2

ng L
, (4.2)

where λ is the operation wavelength. As c is a constant and λ is virtually constant, while
L in general has a very small deviation from the design value, fabrication-induced FSR
variations dominantly originate from ng variations.
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Figure 4.1: Calculated group index ng of air-cladding silicon waveguides (h = 220nm) as a function of waveguide
width w at λ = 1550nm. As an example, the inset shows the profile of the TE00 mode with w = 450nm and
h = 220nm, for which ng is calculated.

To obtain the waveguide-width dependence of ng for the guided transverse electric
TE00 mode in our waveguide, the basis of our design method, we use finite element sim-
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ulations with COMSOL. We sweep the width of air-cladding silicon strip waveguides from
305 nm to 520 nm, using a 220 nm height and an 85◦ sidewall angle of the waveguide (an-
gle given by the IMEC technology handbook; all devices used in this work have been fab-
ricated at IMEC through the Europractice MPW service). In Figure 4.1 we present the
calculated ng as a function of waveguide width w at λ = 1550nm, with in the inset the
calculated TE00 mode profile of the waveguide with w = 450nm. ng (w) is a relatively
strong function in this width range, showing a relative change of up to 17%. ng reaches
a maximum for w = 340nm. Thus, the derivative ∂ng /∂w reverses sign when crossing
w = 340nm. Our design method is based on this sign reversal.

Using two widths w1 and w2 for the RR, the FSR can be expressed as

FSR f =
c

ng (w1)Lw1 +ng (w2)Lw2 +2ng ,t Lt
. (4.3)

Here, Lw1 and Lw2 are the two waveguide lengths. Lt is the length of the taper. ng (w1)
and ng (w2) are the corresponding group indices. ng ,t is the average group index of the
tapers. Figure 4.2 shows the schematic of this RR design robust to width variations. The
condition for this robustness is expressed by the following design rule:

∂ng (w)

∂w

∣∣∣∣
w1

Lw1 +
∂ng (w)

∂w

∣∣∣∣
w2

Lw2 = 0. (4.4)

Equation 4.4 can be satisfied for opposite signs of the derivatives, i.e., for w1 and w2 on
each side of the maximum of ng (w). Thus, the effect of fabrication-induced ng variations
on the FSR can be cancelled for proper choice of Lw1 and Lw2. In this, we assume that the
variations of w1 and w2 have a very similar and small magnitude, such that both deriva-
tives may be considered as constant. The effect of tapers is neglected in Eq. 4.4, because
these are very short compared to the circumference of the RR. Besides, the abovemen-
tioned cancellation effect also occurs between the wide and narrow side of a taper.

waveguide 1, w1
waveguide 2, w2
taper, t

input pass

drop add

Figure 4.2: Schematic of the RR design with two waveguide widths, giving an FSR robust to waveguide-width
variations.
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4.2.2. CALIBRATION OF THE DESIGN INPUTS USING THE SYSTEMATIC WIDTH

DEVIATION

As can be seen in Figure 4.1, the width-dependence of ∂ng /∂w is particularly strong be-
low 340 nm, making it hard to satisfy Eq. 4.4 for fabricated widths with a strong systematic
deviation from the design value. This implies that the systematic deviation of the widths
needs to be known. The systematic width deviation for the IMEC process is provided for
a rather limited number of design values as part of their design kit. Therefore, we ex-
perimentally determine the systematic width deviation from measurements of the optical
transmission of ten test MZIs. These MZIs have a constant path-length difference ∆L, but
various waveguide widths. The width of the two arms of the MZIs is the same, ranging
from 310 nm to 490 nm among the MZIs. The applied wavelength range is 1549−1551nm.
A cosine function, the common transmission function of an MZI, is fitted to the measured
transmission curves, yielding the FSR of each MZI as a fit parameter. The FSR, in turn,
gives the ng of the waveguide at λ = 1550nm, using the equivalent of Eq. 4.2, with L re-
placed by ∆L. Figure 4.3(a) shows an example of a measured MZI transmission spectrum,
for a design width of 450 nm, along with the cosine fitted to the data points.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Measured transmission of a test MZI with a design width of 450 nm, together with the fitted cosine.
(b) Estimated real waveguide width as a function of design width.

To arrive at a single ng value for each width that sufficiently represents the whole wafer,
we measure several MZIs of the same design across a proper fraction of the wafer and
repeat the ng extraction. The final experimental ng values for each width are obtained by
averaging over the extracted values from MZIs of the same design. In this procedure, the
ng variations across the wafer are averaged out to a certain extent.

For each design width, we then estimate the real width after fabrication with the aid of
the simulated ng versus w relation in Figure 4.1, which we use as a lookup table. By picking
the various measured ng values in the simulation data, we find the fabricated width of the
measured MZIs. Here, we use as a guide that according to the IMEC technology handbook
the fabricated width exceeds the design width. Moreover, this width bias should depend
smoothly on the design width. As we are using average ng values, our procedure gives the
best estimate of the average real width, while across the wafer the width will vary around
the estimate. This procedure leads to the relation between the design width and the esti-
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mated real width presented in Figure 4.3(b), which also shows a high quality linear fit to
the data points. The relation provides the systematic width deviation for designs in this
work. From our estimate, the fabricated width for the design width of 450 nm is 478.1 nm.
This is rather close to 475.4 nm stated in the IMEC handbook.
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Figure 4.4: (a) ng versus width. The blue curve is obtained by calibrating the red curve from Figure 4.1 using the
linear function in Figure 4.3(b). (b) Derivative curves ∂ng /∂w calculated from the curves in (a).

Using the linear fit in Figure 4.3(b), the function ng (w) in Figure 4.1 can now be cal-
ibrated to take into account the width-dependent core-width increase after fabrication.
Assuming the width in Figure 4.1 is the real width, the corresponding design width is cal-
culated using the linear function in Figure 4.3(b). This process yields the calibrated func-
tion (blue curve) in Figure 4.4(a), which has shifted to the left with respect to the red curve.
Plots of the related derivative curves ∂ng /∂w are shown in Figure 4.4(b). The calibrated
ng and ∂ng /∂w curves serve as inputs for Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 in the design process of robust
RRs.

4.3. DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION
Here, we study in detail two designs for robust RRs, robust 1 and robust 2. We choose
FSR = 1nm (124.783 GHz) at λ = 1550nm. Robust 1 has design widths w1 = 296nm and
w2 = 450nm. w2 is a commonly used width, which has a negative ∂ng /∂w value. The
value of w1 is chosen such that the derivative ∂ng /∂w is positive, but relatively small.
This is to arrange, according to the shape of ∂ng /∂w in Figure 4.4(b), that ∂ng /∂w varies
relatively weakly for width variations around w1. In this way, the range of width variations
that can be tolerated before the design rule (Eq. 4.4) breaks down is maximized. Using the
same argument, we arrive for robust 2 at the values w1 = 300nm and w2 = 360nm. For
both robust RRs the taper length is 9µm, enabling a smooth transition between the two
widths. The average group index ng ,t of the tapers is calculated by averaging the group
indices of the waveguides with the widths between w1 and w2, using the points of the
calibrated curve in Figure 4.4(a). For robust 1 and robust 2, this gives average group in-
dex values of 4.76 and 4.96, respectively. The values of Lw1 and Lw2 are calculated us-
ing Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4. For robust 1 (robust 2), we obtain Lw1 = 120.4µm (212.1µm) and
Lw2 = 389.5µm (260.2µm).

To demonstrate the robustness of the FSR of robust 1 and robust 2 to width variations,
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Figure 4.5: Predicted FSR as a function of waveguide-width variation, for devices robust 1 and robust 2. For
comparison, the behavior for a normal design is also included.

we duplicate these devices by applying intentional width variations of ±6nm, ±10nm and
±20nm, and calculate the predictions for the FSR using Eq. 4.3 and the calibrated ng

curve. Thus, design sets result that each have seven devices. For comparison, we also
include a RR with a single design width of 450 nm and implement the same width vari-
ations. For this normal design, we use the red curve in Figure 4.4(a), as would be done
without prior knowledge of the systematic width increment. Similar to the robust RRs, the
geometry of the normal design RRs is a racetrack. The total length of the normal design
RRs is 529.8µm. All RRs have the same bend radius of 30µm. The directional coupler gap
of all RRs is designed to be 250 nm when there is no intentional width change. The calcu-
lated results are given in Figure 4.5. For the range given by the ±10nm variation, the FSR
variation for robust 1 and robust 2, defined by the maximum FSR minus the minimum FSR
in the range, is only 23% and 37% of the normal design’s FSR variation, respectively. This
clearly indicates that the design method works in theory and thus is ready for application
in RR fabrication.

4.4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
To make an experimental test of our design method, robust RRs and normal design RRs
have been fabricated in one MPW run, which followed the run of the test MZIs. RRs from
four dies are characterized, for comparison of the FSR values. The die locations cover the
range from the center to the edge of the 200 mm wafer. The pitch of the dies is 21.84 mm.
Transmission spectra of the RRs are measured by sweeping the wavelength of a tunable
laser coupled to the input port of the RR and measuring the output power at the pass port
with a photodetector. The transmission spectrum of RR robust 1 on die 3 is presented in
Figure 4.6(a), showing ten resonance dips. The depth of the dips shows a rather strong
variation (8.6 dB) across the spectrum. This results from unresolved resonance splittings
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due to backscattering in the ring [18], with the degree of splitting and its asymmetry de-
pending on wavelength. We find, as expected according to this explanation, that variation
of the dip depth occurs in a similar way for the normal design RRs. This indicates that
indeed the observed behavior is not due to the robust design. Attribution of the behavior
to resonance splitting is confirmed from the somewhat deviating line shape of the dips of
smaller depth. For example, the dip close to 1551.2 nm [marked with an arrow in Figure
4.6(a)] shows a rather small, but observable asymmetry, contrary to the deeper dips, and
has a full width at half minimum exceeding that of the deeper dips, features typical for a
(weak) asymmetric resonance splitting.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Measured normalized transmission spectrum of RR robust 1 from die 3. (b) Zoom-in of the dip
near 1552 nm in (a) (highlighted by the red ellipse). The red curve is a fit of Eq. 4.5 to the data points.

From the spectrum, the FSR at 1550 nm is extracted as follows. We first normalize
the spectrum and locate the two resonance dips near 1548 and 1552 nm, each in a 1 nm
wavelength range. We then fit the following function for the transmission at the pass port
of an add-drop RR [19] to the dips:

Tpass(λ) = a
(λ−λr )2 +α(

γr /2
)2

(λ−λr )2 + (
γr /2

)2 . (4.5)

λr and γr are the resonance wavelength and the full width at half minimum of the dip,
respectively. α gives the transmission level at λr . The prefactor a is included, as the wing
of the dip may not reach the value unity due to the overall spectrum normalization. The
measured dip near 1552 nm in Figure 4.6(a) is shown in Figure 4.6(b), together with the
resulting fit. For the two dips, the fits yield the two λr values, which span 4 FSRs. The
curve fitting also yields the confidence bounds of the λr values. We use these to obtain
the uncertainty of the FSR to be calculated. In spite of the weak resonance splitting, the
quality of the fit of Eq. 4.5 to the measured dips is high. The weak asymmetry of the
dip may slightly influence the quality of fits. But this influence is taken care of by the
confidence bounds of the fits and is reflected in the error bars of the FSR points, which are
small, as can be seen in Figure 4.7. By converting the λr values to frequencies in vacuum
and dividing the frequency difference by 4, we arrive at the FSR at 1550 nm expressed as a
frequency difference. In this procedure, which we follow for all measured FSRs discussed
below, we neglect the dispersion of the FSR, since the range considered is short.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Measured FSRs from die 1 to die 4, for RRs without intentional width variations. The inset shows
the die locations on the wafer. (b) The measured FSR from die 3 as a function of intentional waveguide-width
change.

Figure 4.7(a) shows the measured FSRs of the RRs robust 1 and robust 2 and of the
normal design RR, from the four dies with locations as given in the inset of the figure.
These RRs do not have intentional width variations. For robust 1 and robust 2, the FSR
first decreases very similarly from die 1 to die 3 and then shows a somewhat dissimilar
increase from die 3 to die 4. Along with this, the FSR of the normal design decreases from
die 1 to die 4, i.e., from the wafer center towards its edge. The latter behavior is explained
from a width decrease between die 1 and die 4 [see Eq. 4.1 and Figure 4.4(a)]. Such a
width decrease towards the wafer edge agrees with the results in [3, 4]. This decrease for
the normal design also applies to robust 1 and robust 2, leading to a minimum of FSR on
die 3. The FSR behavior of these robust RRs is consistent with the FSR behavior in Figure
4.5, which shows a minimum with decreasing width as well. The minimum suggests that
the robust RRs of die 3 obey ∂FSR/∂w ≈ 0, implying that the realized width on die 3 is
closest to the estimate of Figure 4.3(b). It is logical that a die between the wafer center and
edge, in this case die 3, gives results closest to our estimate, since the width decreases from
the center to the edge and the relation in Figure 4.3(b) (used to obtain the design inputs
for the robust RRs) represents the average width deviation across the wafer. Further, the
FSR of the robust RRs is considerably closer to the design value (124.783 GHz) than the
FSR of the normal design. This goes together with a clearly smaller FSR variation across
the dies for the robust RRs than for the normal design RR. The findings from Figure 4.7(a)
constitute experimental proof for the validity of our design method for robust devices.

Because the widths on die 3 are closest to the estimate, we further measure the RRs
with deliberately applied width variations on die 3. This leads to the FSR values in Figure
4.7(b). The FSR behavior of robust 1, robust 2 and the normal design is highly similar to
that in Figure 4.5, albeit that the FSR values from die 3 are slightly smaller. This provides
further proof that our method works. The FSR difference may result from the interplay
of several possible causes not considered here, such as a small variation of the waveguide
height and a small change for this fabrication run of the function describing the systematic
width deviation [given in Figure 4.3(b)]. We also see the strong similarity of Figure 4.5
and Figure 4.7(b) as an apparent proof that reliable determination of the FSR is indeed
not prevented by occurrence of the unresolved splittings of transmission dips discussed
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above.
In Table 4.1 we give the deviation of the FSR from the design value and the range-

dependent FSR variation,∆FSR. For example, for the [−10nm, 10 nm] range,∆FSR of robust
1 and robust 2 are only 23% and 32% of ∆FSR measured from the normal design, respec-
tively. These more detailed results from die 3 confirm the validity of our method. Though
the FSR variation of robust RRs becomes larger for deliberately applied width changes ap-
proaching −20 nm due to breakdown of the design rule (see Eq. 4.4), this will rarely occur
in practice. For a well-developed foundry such as ours (IMEC), the width change across
a 200 mm wafer is mostly within 20 nm [3, 4]. By using the calibration of the systematic
width deviation of Figure 4.3(b), the fabrication-induced width changes across the wafer
will thus mainly occur in the [−10 nm, 10 nm] range (total change still 20 nm) around the
estimated real width. Therefore, for the robust RRs, the resulting FSR variations will have
small magnitudes according to the values we obtain in Table 4.1 for the [−10 nm, 10 nm]
range by applying intentional width variations. FSR variations with stronger magnitudes
due to fabrication-induced width variations are not likely to occur. This is proven in Figure
4.7(a), where the data points only involve fabrication-induced effects on the FSR.

Table 4.1: Measured FSR deviations from the design value (124.783GHz) and range-dependent FSR variations
∆FSR for the measured devices on die 3. The uncertainty of each number results from the uncertainties of the
FSR values derived from the transmission data. The uncertainties of the FSR values result from the confidence
bounds of the two λr values (see Section 4.4), using uncertainty propagation.

normal design robust 1 robust 2
(w = 450nm) (w1 = 296nm) (w1 = 300nm)

(w2 = 450nm) (w2 = 360nm)
FSR deviation (GHz) 2.56±0.04 0.66±0.02 0.83±0.05

∆FSR (GHz), [−6 nm, 6 nm] range 1.08±0.05 0.12±0.04 0.3±0.1
∆FSR (GHz), [−10 nm, 10 nm] range 1.82±0.03 0.42±0.04 0.59±0.06
∆FSR (GHz), [−20 nm, 20 nm] range 3.89±0.04 1.72±0.08 2.66±0.07

4.5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In conclusion, we have demonstrated an approach for making the FSR of silicon RRs ro-
bust to waveguide-width variations, comprising two steps: i) Estimating the systematic
width deviation using transmission measurements on test MZIs, leading to calibration of
our calculated ng (w) and ∂ng /∂w(w) functions and ii) Including two waveguide widths
in a single RR. The two widths have opposite signs of ∂ng /∂w , thus compensating the FSR
variation resulting from width variations superimposed on the systematic deviation. For
two design cases, we aim for an FSR of 124.783 GHz (1 nm). Measurements show that the
FSR deviation and variation of the robust designs drop clearly compared to those of the
normal design. For the deliberately introduced ±10nm width change, the FSR variations
in this range are only 0.42 GHz and 0.59 GHz for the two robust designs. These values are
about 30% of the value measured from the normal design.

Our method, a new example of the generic design method that exploits cancellation
effects using two waveguides, can be applied to PICs comprising multiple RRs. As a step
in this direction, it will be important to explore the design freedom for the robust RRs in
obtaining certain characteristic quantities (e.g., a predefined quality factor) subject to the
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restrictions imposed by the two waveguide widths and lengths, in particular the narrow
width (≈ 300nm in this work) in view of its higher propagation loss. In this, the loss in the
directional couplers should be taken into account and tailored. Finally, our type of esti-
mate of the systematic width deviation and the resulting calibration of the design inputs
can be applied to other robust methods in [6–10] for more accurate designs, effectively
improving performance.

4.6. ADDENDUM: SILICON MZIS WITH A FREE SPECTRAL RANGE

ROBUST TO FABRICATION VARIATIONS
In this addendum, it is demonstrated that the design method for silicon RRs with an FSR
robust to fabrication variations can be applied to MZIs as well. Similar to the robust RRs,
two waveguide widths are used, each for an arm of the MZI. In Figure 4.8 the schematic of
a robust MZI is given.

input

output

waveguide 1, w1
waveguide 2, w2
taper 1, t1
taper 2, t2
MMI

Figure 4.8: Schematic of the MZI design with two waveguide widths, giving an FSR robust to waveguide-width
variations. The sketched MZI is shaped differently from the one in Figure 1.8, but is topologically the same.

The FSR of this MZI with two waveguide widths, expressed as a frequency difference,
is given by

FSR f =
c

ng (w1)Lw1 −ng (w2)Lw2 +2ng ,t1Lt1 −2ng ,t2Lt2
, (4.6)

where the various quantities that are defined as before. The indices t1 and t2 refer to the
tapers of arm 1 and 2, respectively, which are 450 nm wide at the connection to the central
section of the MMIs. The main difference with the expression of the FSR of a RR is the
occurrence of the minus signs in the denominator, which results from the phase difference
between the guided modes arriving via the two arms at the output MMI. Neglecting the
contribution of the tapers as before, the condition for robustness is given by the following
design rule:

∂ng

∂w

∣∣∣∣
w1

Lw1 −
∂ng

∂w

∣∣∣∣
w2

Lw2 = 0. (4.7)
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Eq. 4.7 can be satisfied in this case for equal signs of the derivatives, i.e., w1 and w2 on
the same side of the maximum of the function ng (w) plotted in Figure 4.4(a). In the same
way as for robust RRs, the effect of fabrication-induced ng variations on the FSR is then
cancelled. In this, we again assume that the variations of w1 and w2 have very similar and
small magnitude, such that both derivatives may be considered as constant. The calibra-
tion of the design inputs introduced before is also used here. From the calibrated curves
in Figure 4.4(a), we choose the widths at the right side of the maximum, where the width-
dependence of ∂ng /∂w is weak for avoiding the breakdown of the design rule. For widths
in this range the propagation loss is also smaller than for widths to the left of the maxi-
mum.

Here, design examples are given for two robust MZIs, called robust MZI 1 and robust
MZI 2. We choose FSR = 4 nm (499.134 GHz) at λ = 1550 nm. Robust MZI 1 has design
widths w1 = 450 nm and w2 = 360 nm. For robust MZI 2 we take w1 = 470 nm and w2 =
400 nm. To make Eq. 4.7 applicable, the taper length for both robust MZIs should be cho-
sen such that the contribution of the tapers to the FSR variations can indeed be neglected.
The values of Lw1 and Lw2 are calculated using Eqs. 4.6 and 4.7. For robust 1 (robust 2),
we obtain Lw1 = 400.9µm (409.4µm) and Lw2 = 242.4µm (255.9µm).
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Figure 4.9: Predicted FSR as a function of waveguide-width change for devices robust MZI 1 and robust MZI 2.
For comparison, the behavior for a normal design is also included.

To demonstrate the robustness of the FSR of the two design examples to width varia-
tions, we duplicate these devices by applying intentional width variations of ±6 nm, ±10
nm and ±20 nm, and calculate the predictions for the FSR using Eq. 4.6 and the calibrated
ng curve in Figure 4.4(a). Thus, design results of seven devices are obtained. For compar-
ison, we also include an MZI of normal design, with a single waveguide width of 450 nm,
and implement the same width variations. For this normal design, we use the red curve
in Figure 4.4(a), as would be done without prior knowledge of the systematic width incre-
ment. The calculation results are given in Figure 4.9. The width-dependent FSR variation
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of the normal MZIs shows a similar trend as for the normal RRs in Figure 4.5. For the robust
MZI 1, the FSR clearly decreases on either side of the zero width change. This behavior is
opposite to that of the robust RRs, which show an FSR increase (see Figure 4.5). For the ro-
bust MZI 2, a weak maximum occurs at the −6 nm width change, with the FSR decreasing
on either side of the maximum. The FSR variation of robust MZI 2 is hardly visible in the
figure. For the range given by the ±10 nm width change, the FSR variation for robust MZI
1 and robust MZI 2, defined by the maximum FSR minus the minimum FSR in the range,
is only 8% and 1% of the normal design’s FSR variation, respectively. Since we avoid nar-
row waveguides (widths around 300 nm, as used for the robust RRs), which have a strong
width-dependence of ∂ng /∂w , this predicted performance of robust MZIs is much better
than that of robust RRs. Based on the very good agreement between the predictions and
the experimental results of robust RRs, we can expect that the design method for robust
MZIs will also work in practice and can be tested on devices fabricated according to the
above specifications. As discussed previously, for a well-developed foundry such as IMEC,
the fabrication-induced width variations across the wafer will mainly occur in the [-10
nm, 10 nm] range around the estimated real width. The design method for robust MZIs
can lower the FSR variations by two orders of magnitude for this range (see above the re-
sult for robust MZI 2). This is a very significant effect. This generic design method for
MZIs can be applied to PICs with many MZIs as well, such as cascaded MZI based filters
[20, 21].
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5.1. CONCLUSION
In Chapter 1, the background knowledge relevant to the work of this thesis is first intro-
duced, followed by the formulation of research goals. The research described in this thesis
partly is a continuation of previous work on a silicon RR ultrasound sensor developed in
our department [1]. This sensor has a high sensitivity and a low detection limit [1]. Ben-
efiting from the CMOS compatible fabrication techniques for integrated photonics, this
sensor holds the promise of high volume production, low cost and small footprint, while
its photonic nature implies immunity to electromagnetic interference. These properties
make this RR sensor very appealing for applications requiring ultrasound detection. The
goal of the present research is to overcome the main challenges that derive from the afore-
mentioned previous work. These challenges are: i) An improved interrogation method to
meet the special requirements of the RR sensor. ii) An alternative integrated photonics
sensor that does not have the inherent disadvantages of the RR sensor. iii) Special design
methods of silicon integrated photonics devices, in particular RRs and MZIs, for avoiding
the high sensitivity of their properties to fabrication variations. These three challenges are
sequentially addressed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.

In Chapter 2, a compact integrated photonics interrogator, the so-called MediGator,
for the RR ultrasound sensor is presented. It consists of a special light source and an InP
MZI with a 3× 3 MMI and three integrated photodetectors. The small footprint of the
MZI chip enables high temperature stability and negligible signal drift during interroga-
tion of the sensor. The light source has a −3 dB bandwidth of 1.5 nm, a power density of
9 dBm/nm and a tuning range of 5.7 nm, providing a wide measurement range, sufficient
signal level and robust alignment to the resonance of the RR sensor, respectively. The
mathematical procedure of the interrogation and the numerically calculated results are
given, which yield the optimum design of the MZI of the Medigator. Using the MediGator,
the frequency response and the sensitivity at the resonance frequency of the sensor were
measured. The time traces of the three output signals match well with the calculated re-
sults. Interrogation of the RR sensor at its resonance frequency shows good linearity of the
relation between the ultrasound pressure and the resulting amplitude of the resonance-
wavelength modulation for ultrasound pressures in the range of 1.47−442.4 Pa. This linear
range is two times larger than the value obtained for the modulation method. The high
interrogation performance, ease of operation, temperature robustness, compactness and
cost effectiveness of the MediGator make it very suitable for interrogating the RR ultra-
sound sensor.

In Chapter 3, a silicon MZI ultrasound sensor is demonstrated. One spiral arm of the
MZI is located on a thin membrane, which is sensitive to incident ultrasound waves, simi-
lar to the case of a RR sensor on a membrane. The membrane’s vibrational mode is excited,
resulting in length modulation of the spiral and strain-induced effective index modulation
of the spiral’s waveguide. These effects lead to modulation of the transmission of the MZI
at a fixed operation wavelength. The transmission modulation characterizes the incident
ultrasound. Experimental results show that the transfer function of the sensor is centered
at 0.47 MHz and has a−6 dB bandwidth of 21.2%. The sensor sensitivity is a linear function
of the optical input power. Using an input power of 1.0 mW, we obtain a high sensitivity
of 0.62 mV/Pa, a low detection limit of 0.38 mPa/Hz1/2, and a large dynamic range of 59
dB. As the MZI is not a resonator, unlike a RR, there is no field enhancement. Higher op-
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tical powers may therefore be used without the penalty of strong nonlinear effects. Since
the noise level increases slower than the sensitivity with increasing optical input power,
higher optical power gives a smaller detection limit. In addition, the transmission charac-
teristic of the MZI is gradual, instead of sharp as for the resonances of the RR. This allows
a more robust operation of the sensor. However, the MZI sensor also has a drawback in
comparison with the RR sensor. The spiral on the membrane should be long enough to
ensure proper sensitivity, which limits the minimum footprint of the sensor. For a RR, the
strain induced resonance-wavelength shift does not depend on the length of the racetrack
[2, 3]. Assuming a constant quality factor of the RR, the sensitivity of a RR sensor is in-
dependent of the RR size. Thus, the RR sensor can be very small without compromising
the sensitivity. In the addendum of Chapter 3, the effect of buckling of the membrane is
discussed, along with a measurement of the degree of buckling of a dummy membrane.
Buckling exists for both the RR sensor and the MZI sensor. The cause of the buckling and
its influence on the sensor acoustic properties are discussed.

In Chapter 4, a design method for silicon RRs with a free spectral range robust to fab-
rication variations is presented. The method includes two steps: i) Estimating the sys-
tematic deviation of the waveguide width from the design value using transmission mea-
surement on test MZIs and simulation results. This step leads to calibrated design inputs,
which give more accurate designs. ii) Using two waveguide widths in the RR with opposite
signs of the derivative of the group index with respect to the width. This step results in
compensating the FSR variations resulting from the fabrication-induced width variations
superimposed on the systematic width deviation. Two robust design examples are fabri-
cated and characterized. Experimental results show that the robustly designed RRs have
clearly smaller FSR variation and FSR deviation from the design value. For a deliberately
introduced ± 10 nm width change, the FSR variations of the robust RRs are only about
30% of the value measured from the normal design RRs. In the addendum of this chap-
ter, a similar robust design method is proposed for silicon MZIs. Quantitative predictions
show that the method works for MZIs as well. These generic design methods for RRs and
MZIs do not require adjustment of the fabrication process and can be applied to improve
the performance of PICs using multiple RRs and MZIs.

5.2. OUTLOOK
In the three subsections of this outlook, three promising developments are sketched as
possible directions for continuation of this research, two based on the MZI ultrasound
sensor and one based on the RR ultrasound sensor.

5.2.1. APPLYING THE MZI ULTRASOUND SENSOR TO INTRAVASCULAR PHO-
TOACOUSTIC IMAGING

Intravascular photoacoustic imaging (IVPA) is a technique for characterizing atheroscle-
rotic plaques, which are mainly health-threatening lipids on the wall of an artery. IVPA
provides useful information for preventing rupture of vulnerable plaques [4–6]. In IVPA,
the arterial wall is irradiated by short monochromatic laser pulses. The pulses are selec-
tively absorbed by certain constituents of the wall’s tissue, resulting in generation of ul-
trasound waves. These waves are usually detected with a conventional (i.e., piezoelectric)
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ultrasound transducer, leading to an image. The advantage of IVPA is that it provides not
only the resolution and the viewing depth of ultrasound, but also the chemical specificity
of optical absorption [6]. Thus, IVPA not only provides information on the geometrical
structure of the artery, but also on its chemical composition.

It is proposed here to apply the integrated photonics MZI sensor developed in Chapter
3, with all its merits, to IVPA. This leads to a very promising all-photonic solution for IVPA,
with the piezoelectric transducer for detecting ultrasound waves being replaced by the
MZI sensor. An IVPA catheter with the MZI sensor can be built by adding the sensor to the
usual fiber arrangement for delivering the laser pulses, similar as done in [7] by adding
a polymer RR sensor. A configuration for such a catheter is suggested in Figure 5.1. The
diameter of the catheter should be within 1 mm. This is certainly feasible, because the
footprint of the sensor is small enough and only three fibers are needed (two for the sensor
and one for the laser pulses).

To fulfill the requirements of IVPA, the sensor properties need to be tailored. As dis-
cussed in the addendum of Chapter 3, the sensitivity and resonance frequency of the sen-
sor depend on the buckling of the membrane, and there is also the question of the relation
between the oscillations in the directivity and the buckling. Thus, the effects of the initial
stress in the layers on the mechanical properties of the resulting membrane should be
further researched for a better membrane design. A stress-balanced membrane can be
obtained by depositing a Si3N4 layer with tensile stress on top of the chip, which compen-
sates the compressive stress of the (thinned) SiO2 layer. The membrane should further be
re-designed for a higher resonance frequency, because most of the acoustic energy emit-
ted by coronary atherosclerotic plaque lies in the frequency range of 2-8 MHz [8]. This
can be achieved by changing the lateral dimensions of the membrane, since a smaller
membrane gives a higher resonance frequency. The bandwidth of the present MZI sensor
(21.2% at −6 dB) is limiting the axial resolution of the imaging. A larger bandwidth can
be obtained by depositing a lossy layer on the membrane, for example, a polymer layer.
The effect of this layer on the resonance frequency should be taken into account in the
design phase. These adaptions for the resonance frequency and bandwidth will lead to
a lower sensitivity. But the sensitivity can be simply increased by using a higher optical
input power.

tissue

catheter

sensor

�ber for laser pulses

two �bers for the sensor

ultrasound waves

Figure 5.1: Configuration of an all-photonic catheter for IVPA using the integrated photonics MZI sensor. Three
fibers are used in the catheter: one for the laser pulses, two for the sensor input and output.
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5.2.2. DEVELOPING AN ARRAY OF MZI ULTRASOUND SENSORS
In modern ultrasound imaging, an array of ultrasound transducers is often needed [9]. An
array of MZI sensors can be realized on chip.

MMI MMI

membrane

PIC

AWG AWG
1 2 3 1 2 3

input output

1

2

3

1

2

3

Figure 5.2: Schematic of an array of three MZI ultrasound sensors and related circuitry with MMIs and AWGs.
Light is coupled in and out of the chip using two single mode fibers. λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the operation wavelengths
of the three sensors. Two arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) are used on-chip for (de)multiplexing. The array of
the three sensors and circuitry can fit in a 1mm×1mm chip.

An example of MZI sensor array, here with three elements, is presented in Figure 5.2.
The elements are identical by design. The number of elements and their spacing can be
chosen depending on the application. The configuration of Figure 5.2 requires only two
fibers for coupling light in and out of the chip, thus avoiding a relatively large fiber array
unit. The input and output grating couplers (not shown) can be put on the same side of
the chip if needed. CW laser light of wavelengths λ1, λ2 and λ3, which are the operation
wavelengths of the three sensors for maximum sensitivity, can be coupled into the chip
through an optical multiplexer. Channel position and spacing of the multiplexer should
match with the operation wavelengths. Very accurate tuning of the operation wavelength
is not required, owing to the gradual shape of the MZI transmission spectrum. Therefore,
distributed feedback (DFB) lasers, which can be tuned with a heater across a range of sev-
eral nanometers [10], are very suitable and cost effective external light sources. By choos-
ing a proper FSR of the MZIs, an optimum operation wavelength can always be found in
the tuning range of the DFB lasers. Two identical arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) [11]
are included for wavelength demultiplexing and multiplexing on chip. Therefore, FSR/2
of the MZIs should be smaller than the channel bandwidth of the AWG, to arrange that the
operation wavelengths can be sent to and taken out of the corresponding MZI. In general,
proper matching of all components needs to be taken care of during the design. Ultra-
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sound waves arriving at each element of the array can be detected from the modulation of
the optical power at the three wavelengths, similar as described in Chapter 3. The number
of AWG channels limits the number of elements in the array. Design trade-offs between
the AWG properties, such as the number of channels, footprint, channel spacing and FSR
of the AWG, should be considered at the design phase [12]. The AWGs can be replaced by
cascaded MZIs to fulfill the same function [13]. Fabrication and thermal tolerances of the
cascaded MZIs can be maximized for high performance by following the design methods
in [14].

5.2.3. DEVELOPING AN ARRAY OF RR SENSORS AND ITS INTERROGATOR
Compared with the MZI ultrasound sensor, the RR ultrasound sensor has advantages for
applications that require a very small device footprint. The reason is that the sensitivity of
the RR sensor does not depend on the length of the strain-sensitive section of the racetrack
(assuming that the whole racetrack is on the membrane and the quality factor does not
depend on the racetrack length).

tunable
   FBG
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     �berWDM

pump laser
  1480 nm

polarization
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PM �ber
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of an array of three RR ultrasound sensors on chip (right), connected to an interrogator
(left). The interrogator has a tunable light source with a high power density (upper part). The tunability and the
bandwidth of the light source are determined by the fiber Bragg grating (FBG). PIC of the interrogator is in the
lower part, which comprises an MZI with three AWGs and nine integrated photodetectors (PDs).

An array of RR ultrasound sensors can be built in the configuration in Figure 5.3, which
was already demonstrated for polymer RR sensors [15]. The proposed interrogator is also
shown in the figure. Since the RR properties, especially the resonance wavelengths, are
very sensitive to fabrication variations [16], robust design approaches [17] or improved
fabrication are needed for the realization of a useful sensor array of this type. The three
resonance wavelengths λr,1, λr,2 and λr,3 of the three RRs should be equally and well sepa-
rated. The light source of this interrogator is similar to that of MediGator in Chapter 2. But
its bandwidth and the FSR of each RR should be such that only one resonance peak of each
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sensor is sent to the MZI of the interrogator. For demultiplexing, each of the three outputs
of the MMI is connected to an AWG. The channel spacing of the AWGs should match the
spacing of λr,1, λr,2 and λr,3. Three interrogator signals (corresponding to V1, V2 and V3

in Chapter 2) of each sensor are measured at the outputs of the three AWGs using pho-
todetectors (PDs). The interrogation procedure is also similar to that of MediGator. The
variation of the specifications of the AWGs and the PDs should be as small as possible for
a good performance. This again requires robust design methods or precise fabrication.
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A
APPENDIX A: THE CHIP LAYOUTS

FOR THE TWO MULTI-PROJECT

WAFER RUNS

With reference to the layouts of the two multi-project wafer (MPW) runs in Figure A.1, the
photonic designs of the various areas are identified as follows.

First MPW run:

• Chip dimension: 10.45mm×2.5mm

• Areas 1, 3, 7: Test structures for characterizing the directional coupler

• Area 2: RRs for ultrasound sensors

• Areas 4, 8: Test MZIs for characterizing the systematic width deviation of the foundry

• Area 5: Small RRs for small pressure sensors

• Area 6: MZIs for ultrasound sensors

• Area 9: Structures for characterizing the strain-induced changes of waveguides

Second MPW run:

• Chip dimension: 10.45mm×2.5mm

• Area 1: Test cascaded MZIs for characterizing the systematic width deviation of the
foundry

• Area 2: RRs with a free spectral range robust to fabrication variations. These RRs are
for the air cladding case.
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• Area 3: MZIs with a free spectral range robust to fabrication variations. These MZIs
are for the air cladding case.

• Area 4: MZIs with a free spectral range robust to fabrication variations. These MZIs
are for the SiO2 cladding case.

• Areas 5, 8: Test structures for characterizing the directional coupler

• Area 6: RRs for ultrasound sensors

• Area 7: MZIs for ultrasound sensors
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Figure A.1: Chip layouts of the multi-project wafer runs. The chip dimension is 10.45mm×2.5mm. (a) chip for
the first MPW run. (b) chip for the second MPW run. The numbered chip areas are explained in the text. Each
chip has been rotated 90◦ anticlockwise compared to the regular design view.
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APPENDIX B: POST-PROCESSING

STEPS FOR SENSOR FABRICATION

The post-processing starts on 200 mm SOI wafers processed at IMEC through the Eu-
ropractice MPW service (photonic structures etched in 220 nm device layer, 2µm BOX,
725µm thick substrate). In this stage, the front side of the wafer is covered by a photoresist
layer, as protective coating. The steps are as follows.

1. Grinding and polishing of wafer, to a thickness of 250µm

- Resulting surface roughness: Ra ≈ 0.7 nm

2. Dicing of wafer to dies

3. Removing photoresist from dies

- sequence: acetone, IPA, DI water

- drying with N2 gun

4. PECVD of 500 nm SiO2 on front side of die (upper cladding)

- reactor: Plasmalab 80 Plus, Oxford Instruments

- T = 300◦C

- SiH4, 8.5 sccm

- N2, 162.5 sccm

- N2O, 710 sccm

- pressure 1000 mTorr

- RF power 20 W

- dep. rate about 70µm/min

5. RCA-1 clean, 10 min
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6. Rinsing in H2O

7. RCA-2 clean, 10 min

8. Rinsing in H2O

9. Drying on spinner

10. LPCVD of 150 nm Si3N4 (two-sided deposition of “low stress” silicon nitride: 200
±75 MPa; the Si3N4 layer serves as mask during etching in KOH)

- reactor: Tempress Furnaces, Tempress Systems

- T = 850◦C

- SiH2Cl2 : NH3 = 10 : 3

- dep. rate about 3-5 nm/min

11. Spin coating photoresist on backside

- HMDS, 5000 rpm + 200◦C bake for 2 mins

- AZ 5214, 5000 rpm + 90◦C bake for 1 min (layer thickness 1.4µm)

12. Lithography on backside

- mask aligner: EVG-620 NUV, EV Group

- Alignment using markers on front side

- soft contact exposure

- exposure time 8 sec

13. Developing resist

- MF321 developer, 60 sec

- rinsing in H2O, 30 sec

- drying with N2 gun

14. Reactive ion etching of 150 nm Si3N4 (to open mask for etch in KOH)

- Etcher: Leybold Fluor F1, Leybold Heraeus

- CHF3, 25 sccm

- Ar, 25 sccm

- pressure 8µbar

- RF power 50 W

- bias voltage -600 V

- etch rate about 21 nm/min

15. Spin coating of photoresist on front side (protective coating for dicing)

- S1813, 3000 rpm + 120◦C bake for 5 mins
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16. Dicing to final chip dimension

17. Stripping photoresist

- fuming HNO3, 5 mins

- rinsing in H2O

- drying with N2 gun

18. Anisotropic etching of silicon in KOH, to form membrane

- etching solution: 33% KOH in water, by weight

- T = 85◦C

- stirring 3 rpm

- etch rate about 100µm/hr

- The reaction gives bubbles. When the bubbling stops, giving clearance of the
etched hole, the BOX layer has been reached and the chip is taken out of the so-
lution.

19. Cleaning, to remove KOH residues

- rinsing in diluted HCl

- rinsing in H2O, using a sequence of several beakers

- Let chip carefully dry in wet bench, without using N2 gun, to avoid possible dam-
age to the membrane.
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APPENDIX C: PACKAGING STEPS

FOR THE SILICON MZI
ULTRASOUND SENSOR

After the post-processing in the cleanroom, the MZI sensor is packaged in our lab for the
characterization experiments. The packaging procedure described here can be used for
the RR ultrasound sensor as well. Photographs of the top view and the side view of the
packaged sensor are presented in Figure C.1.

The packaging steps are listed below:

1. Prepare the polyvinyl chloride (PVC) holder and a clean glass plate that can be fitted
in the PVC holder.

2. Place the chip on the glass plate and apply UHU epoxy glue (UHU plus endfest,
Bolton Group) at the long edges of the photonic chip for mounting it on the glass
plate. Let the UHU cure for 7 hours.

3. Place the glass plate with photonic chip on the stage of the grating coupler setup
(GC setup), for transmission measurements. Align the two almost vertical fibers of
the setup to the input and output GC for maximum transmission of the MZI.

4. Perform a wavelength sweep to obtain the transmission spectrum of the MZI and fix
the wavelength at a transmission maximum.

5. Replace the vertical fiber on the output GC by an angle polished fiber with an alu-
minum coating on its facet (angle polished fiber on the translation stage). The axis
of the fiber is oriented horizontally.

6. Align the angle polished fiber to the output GC for maximum transmission, using
the translation stage.
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PVC holder

glass plate photonic chip �bers rod

(a) (b)

Figure C.1: Photographs of the packaged MZI ultrasound sensor. (a) top view and (b) side view. The PVC holder,
glass plate, photonic chip, fibers, and the rod are indicated.

7. Apply a small amount of UV curable glue (NOA 61, Norland Products Inc.) to the
angled tip of the fiber. Applying the glue may lead to a small misalignment between
fiber and GC. Therefore, some re-alignment of the fiber may be needed before cur-
ing the glue, guided by the transmission level.

8. Illuminate the glue with UV light for 1 min, for curing.

9. Replace the vertical fiber on the input GC by a second angle polished fiber.

10. Repeat steps 6 – 8 for the second fiber on the input GC.

11. Apply UHU epoxy glue to the part of the angled polished fibers without coating
layer, thus covering that part for protection and reinforcement purposes. Also apply
UHU epoxy glue at the two short edges of the chip, to completely seal the chip. Let
the UHU cure for 7 hours. In this way water cannot enter the etched hole under the
membrane when the chip is immersed in water for sensing experiments.

12. Clamp the glass plate with chip on the PVC holder, using the 4 clamps. Attach the
rod to the holder. Now the situation of the photographs in Figure C.1 of this Ap-
pendix has been reached.

The location of the chip on the glass plate and the location of the glass plate on the PVC
holder should be chosen such that the membrane of the sensor is centered on the axis
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of the rod. This is important, since in the sensing experiments the membrane and the
ultrasound transducer should be coaxially mounted in a U-shaped frame (see Chapter 3).
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